Deep Cycle

Deep Cycle is a project organized and produ ced by
Maximilian Goldfarb. This book compiles content cont ributed
to the Deep Cycle publication and p rogram events. Deep
Cycle threads t ogether a n array of area-specific performance
incidents, text and sound works that utilize an adapted
emergency vehicle, Mobile 49, as a framing mechanism, and
as an instru ment for arti culating the works through low-powe r
and streaming mobile radio transmission. Each of the Deep
Cycle projects has been interwoven with sites existing along
NY Rt.23 in t he Hudson Valley, NY. Altogether, t he
particular details of the map of Deep Cycle are an
investigation and response to the terrain, and a prismatic
model explori ng larger territorial conditi ons. Deep Cycle is an
autopsy of the road at the end of the highway machine.
Text contributed by Lance Duerfahrd, Chri stina Linden,
Maximilian Goldfarb and Axel Bishop. Primary Photography
by Nicholas Kahn. Mobile 49 contains a solar-powered,
mobile research facility: Photovoltaic system designed wit h
Sun Dog Solar. Bi oreactor design by Bod ega Algae®
A note on type: The outer cover was designed by Paul
Elliman, a Londoner in Detroit who has set the title in an
early 21st century 'found font' in which t he classic
characteristi cs of old style faces appear in hot metal
mechanical parts pulled live from a running engine and
punch-cut folds of damp cardboard found along the roadside.
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To generalize, a field condition could be any formal or spatial
matrix capable of unifying diverse elements while respecting
the identity of each. Field configurations are loosely bound
aggregates
characterized
by
porosity
and
local
interconnectivity. Overall shape and extent are highly fluid
and less important than the inte rnal relationships of parts,
which determine the behavior of the field. Field conditions
are bottom-up phenomena, defined not by over-arching
geometrical schemas but by int ricat e local connections.
Interval, repetition and seriality are key concepts. Form
matters, but not so much the forms of things as the forms
between things.
Stan Allen
Field Conditions

It will naturally now be possible to prevent there being
initiated any manipulation intent on opening the way to a
historical and regressive conquest of a barbarous and
inhuman past . We, on the cont rary, intend wit h the new
production of organic architecture t o t ake action devoted to
the future. We are perfectly aware that the most remote past
and the most distant future come together under this sign.
Joseph Beuys
Energy Plan for the Western Man: Times’ Thermic Machine
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Ruminative Beasts
Lance Du erfahrd

M49, Photographed by Nicholas Kahn, Flag Day Parade, Hudson, NY. 2010

George Miller’s Mad Max (1979) gives us apocalypse at high
velocity. The film features a post industrial landscape where gas is in
short supply and marauding gangs are in a race seemingly for
one final guzzle. It’s not the death of civilization they mourn in this
film; it’s the death of the gas pump. There seems to be a fraternal
code against walking by foot, and the characters even sport
nicknames- like Toecutter- that protest pedestrian activity.

Max Goldfarb’s M49/Deep Cycle project proposes a kind of
obscene question to the world of Mad Max. This madder Max
asks, What would things look like if we were to run a
parade through the film? What if we slowed the tempo of vehicular
frenzy to something just above idling? What alternatives to the road
movie exist to show us the end of the road for oil
consumption? What would the world depicted within the film sound
like radiophonically; that is, not over but under the roar of its
engines?
The participation of M49 in the Flag Day Parade in Hudson,
New York, is a gesture of subtle disturbance. The M49 – its tag is
written on the hood of the vehicle in reverse - is a salvaged
functional/symbolic emergency communication truck, and at one
time served as an equipment vehicle for an area volunteer fire
department. M49 had a crew of engineer, radiographer,
videographer, crime scene photographer, narratologist with bull
horn, and a farmer who walked backwards the whole way in front of
the oxen, using his thatch stick to keep their mosey aligned with the
parade route. Fitted with solar panels, an algae tank for a rear
window, a TV monitor showing four views from the top of the truck,
and pulled by two oxen (until they bolted for some grass on the
street median, where they munched and pissed generously), the
M49 seems more like mobile bric-a-brac than the definitively
sponsored vehicles (4H Club, Clermont Bible Church, The local
Dairy Association featuring the Dairy Princess and the Dairy
Ambassador) in the parade. M49 is non-declarative about both its
sponsor and its cause. On the one hand its red color makes it kin
to that parade staple, the local fire engine. Its shape
however evokes a complex array of other vehicles firmly parked in
the collective unconscious: the UPS truck; the Wonder Bread truck;
the RIF truck. Though it has the hue of an emergency vehicle,

therefore, the M49 suggests that it also had a distributive
function. It seems ready both to sound an alarm and to hand
something out. In front of M49, and in front of its harnessed
oxen, are a set of flag bearers: one carries the flag of the United
States, another carries a Red Cross flag, and a third makes signals
with two semaphores. In the most literal and curious manner,
M49 honors Flag Day by showcasing flags laying claim to differing
notions of function, authority, neutrality, and meaning. The visual
array makes one wonder about the covert language of all flags: can
one simply “bear” (in all senses of the word) the Stars and Stripes, or
is even the most neutral holder of this flag implicated in a complex
weave of coding, which (like the semaphore) seems to always verge
on a signal of distress?

M49 in the Flag Day Parade, Photographed by Galen Joseph-Hunter

The cobbled-together look of M49 puts it at odds with the
auto nostalgia fetishized at such events. The prestige gleaned by the
classic car seems to seep into the local dignitaries riding in it. What
is it that comforts us about seeing mayors, representatives, beauty
queens, becoming part of the human detailing of a Cadillac dating
roughly from the Eisenhower administration? Straight from the
showroom of ideology, these vehicles lend credence to our capacity
to arrest time and erase the working of rust and corruption. These
cars furnish local politics with its basic fantasy of innocence. In the
place of vintage, the M49 offers a recycled vehicle, and with it a
salvaged concept of the communication vehicle it once was (now
geared, perhaps, to new emergencies).
M49 quietly exposes how much every parade
is
an
implicit celebration of fuel consumption. Actually walking in a
parade is an outmoded concept. If you are not carrying something
like an instrument or a banner, then it’s likely you’re in a golf
cart. In its tight formation of movement, even the marching band
moves in engineered fashion, like a virtual car, with brass
instruments instead of fenders. At times pulled by oxen, the Deep
Cycle truck has a slowness that is contrapuntal to the speed of the
other vehicles in the procession. The oxen would at times jerk
forward, wait for the truck to coast up to them, then move again.
Ruminative beasts, the animals seem to move in pauses. The M49
subsequently moves like a Slinky down the streets of Hudson. The
animal engine offsets the strange languorous movement of the
motorized
vehicles
around it. Make
no
mistake
about
it: every parade is a vast tribute to car and truck industry, covered
over with the spectacle of civic pride. Floats do their best to conceal
that they are merely flatbed trucks. People would rather ride “floats”
rather than acknowledge that they’re “getting a ride” through town or
being towed by a four by four. M49 is a hiccup in the parade

procession, both in its look and its movement. At times it
seems more like a vehicle accidentally caught in parade, as if it were
going elsewhere, only the oxen had ideas of their own. In the
process
it draws attention
to
the
way
parades
resemble other vehicular massings: traffic jams (but with people
cheering, rather than raging against the clogged streets); funeral
processions (but with vendors); or like a lackadaisical rehearsal for
the disaster that would one day force everyone to flee along
the nation’s official highway ‘evacuation routes.’

Custom QSL Flag Designed for Mobile 49

Crowds at parades are different from those we find at other
venues. Children enjoy them the most, so the parade’s dazzle works
in concentrated fashion. Seated in the passenger seat, Max’s son,
Miles (MPG), could be seen playing with a toy fire truck throughout
the event. Clearly, the parade offers something less complex than
the surprises and even excitement that one seeks at a ballgame or a
racetrack. The parade allows one to undergo the coercion of civic
duty gently. We are enlisted through our fascination with it: At the
ballgame you become a fan: on the sidewalk during Flag Day, you
become a citizen. A parade is a collectively unconscious event, like
half time for a game in which nobody knows which teams are
competing.

Flag Day Parade Spectator, Image by Nicholas Kahn

One of the photographs taken by Nicholas Kahn shows us a
man who seems to have just sleepwalked to his front door. It is as
if this man had just been awakened by the ruckus outside: enough
to get out of bed, but not enough to open his eyes to its source. He
seems to be shoring up the doorframe; in this moment, he is
as cognizant as the doorframe. A parade crowd often seems to be
standing at attention rather than offering their attention. It allows
one to endure a civic chore in a somnolent state, a kind of mental
lethargy that mimics the slow rolling float.

Day 2: The Mobile Radio Transmi ssion.
Certainly squirrels lived in the woods/But devastation and dull sleep
still hung over the land, quelled/ the rioters turned out of sleep in
the peace of prisons. –John Ashbery, Rivers and Mountains
Day 2 of Deep Cycle begins with a loud siren blast over the
cemetery eerily juxtaposed to the local Fireman’s retirement home: a
kind of Kaddish for deceased firemen. Nobody knows what to make
of the fact that none of them answered the call. Every performance
piece investigates the limits of its medium. M49, a re-functioned
communications/emergency vehicle and hence bearer of auditory
events, begins its second day with an alarm that tried to worm itself
into the soil, to seep into the depths and find its audience. The first
broadcast from the truck, Paul Elliman’s Whistle Tip, offers a
pastiche on the joy of false alarms. These are indistinguishably as
loud as true ones. The piece contains clips from a newscast about a
toy that enables children to replicate the sound of police
vehicles (“driving parents and entire neighborhoods crazy…” says the
anchor); and one posted on youtube with suggestions on how to turn
your own voice into a crowd-parting wail (“ambulances…fire
trucks…police cars…all with your mouth”). Dan Beachy-Quick’s
poem, Twittering Machine was performed by Christophe Vilaghy,
over a police radio, as if it were the subject of a sudden dispatch. An
instrument of urgent relay, the police radio format gives the poem
urgency without reducing it to information. Read in a transistorized
voice, the poem takes on the quality of a prolonged suspect
description or a series of crimes given in number code. There seems
to be a rapport between poetry and a coded transgression.
The Hudson Valley area is famously a landscape of sleep. It’s
misleading to say that Rip Van Winkle once lived in these parts: it’s
more accurate to say he slept in them. He’s known to us today

for his cosmic nap: he slept through the American Revolution as if
it were a late movie. The bridge into Hudson bears his name, just as
sleep is a bridge to something, rather than strictly a
place. Throughout the day of its mobile transmission, Deep Cycle
reestablished contact with Rip. It fringed this story with an
investigation into what alarms are (both as a sound and as a
state). The Deep Cycle broadcast would have been best listened to
through that hybrid enemy of the sleeper, the radio-alarm clock,
ideally one where these functions worked simultaneously. M49 stops
on a hill that looks down over the Hudson River, where John
Cooley read a chapter from his ‘Rip’s Journals.’ A separate live
performance takes place at the Rip Van Winkle Motor Lodge, a
place of unawakened kitsch whose ‘log cabins’ were not made of
wood. This hotel looks like its own gift shop. At a cabin bearing the
sign that reads ‘Rip’s Retreat,’ Brian Dewan performed a song he
composed about the cabin’s namesake.

Brian Dewan at Carl’s Rip Van Winkle Motor Lodge, Catskill, NY

His performance is an act of physical endurance. Cranking it
out for 20 minutes by accordion seemed to endow his song with

a more ancient quality; his version of the tale emphasized the cost of
sleep, the horror of waking after 20 years to find everyone you
know, including yourself, effectively dead.
M49 cut an idiosyncratic path through the Hudson
Valley area. It was an experiment in radio broadcast that evolved
through the landscape, in response and as echo to it. M49 poised
itself against the traditional dynamic of immobile radio transmission
(the radio “station”, with an announcer seated behind
a microphone) versus mobile performance and audience. Like the
retrofitted truck itself, the broadcast was earth friendly: it hatched a
new terrestrial (or anti-satellite) radio, in the process redrawing the
map of the region. The points and links established
and then scattered/transmitted by M49 gave its audience a kind of
audible cartography, a map to be read by the ear. The M49
transmission voyage set up bridges between the Fireman’s
Retirement Home, Rip’s Retreat, the Armory/National Guard, the
Wastewater Treatment Plant, the Energy Station, The Correctional
Facility, Rip Van Winkle Realty, the Athens Heliport with an
accompanying semaphore outburst, the vista points immortalized in
paint by the Hudson Valley school, and various front
yards ornamented with curious relics from either a war or a parade,
including one with a missile, which was passed over in
silence. M49’s jagged itinerary united diverse performance sites with
the institutions and thingamajigs dotting the Hudson landscape.

Ryder Cooley/Dandy (Deer Accomplice) Walking Along NY Route 23

Performance artist Ryder Cooley undertook a different route.
Pulling a wagon behind her, carrying an oil lantern, and wearing
what she calls a “deer accomplice” (a taxidermed deer head strapped
to her back) Ryder gathered the animal carcasses dotting the 20
mile path crossing the Rip Van Winkle Bridge from Hudson to
Cairo. The performance had a quotient of physical endurance that
would be calculated only by pure road chance, as the weight of the
funerary wagon would be determined by whatever happened to have
died en route. It was as if Ryder took upon herself an immense
walking labor just to alter the status of the remains; that is, to
convert the carcass into a corpse. At the end of her journey she
buried the animals in a grave beside the Lukoil gas

station. Throughout the day she called in with her roadside
necrology. These calls inverted the meaning of the live update, and
often sounded like they were part of some infernal telethon. We
have words to describe groups of like animals (gaggle of geese, pride
of lions) but none to name a collection of dead animals (cynics
might say: ‘a zoo.’). ‘Compilation’ might describe the hoard of death
in Ryder’s wagon, but other terms also come to mind: monument,
menu, eulogy, bouquet, anthology. Some of the remains had the
uncanny appearance of costumes, as if the animals had literally been
degraded into a kind of discarded death mask.

Mobile Death Report Subject, Photographed by Ryder Cooley, 2010

Ancient mythology tells a story about the hunter Acteon who,
in the wood, accidentally catches a glimpse of Diana, goddess of the
hunt and of the deer, naked at her bath. As punishment, Diana
changes Acteon into a stag who is then set upon by his own dogs:
become animal, he is unable to call them off. Ryder’s performance
rewrites this myth for the era of the interstate highway system.
Today’s Acteon is caught in the headlights, and his death on the
road is repeated the way all things mythic are repeated:
immemorially. ‘Caught in the headlights’ has become our everyday
expression for a fascination in which one loses, or which turns
lethal. It suggests to us that the car’s headlight has replaced the
divinity: to see it assures death. The highway, this asphalt hecatomb,
parodies the fatal verdict handed down by a mythic power.
All art aims to disturb and unrest its audience. Every work of
art is a kind of emergency vehicle. The alarm it brings (even
inaudibly) is meant to rile us into a thought-action, rather than
merely a state of reflectiveness. M49 is painted in reverse on the
hood of the truck. The M49 went about its business like a lethargic,
and sometimes ox-drawn, ambulance. M49 allied itself with slower
movements so as to become more visible in the rear view mirrors of
our perception. It aims to help us reclaim a sense of emergency,
which even colloquial expression associates with the brake, rather
than with the pedal.

Bu f f er Zo n e
C h ri s t i n a Li n d en

The Allegorical Landscapes of New York University, Landscape
Composition: Helicon and Aganippe), 1835–1836. Oil on Canvas..
Samuel F.B. Morse, courtesy of The New York Historical Society, NY

Driving along we saw a dog running frantically along the
shoulder of the road, against traffic. When we first passed her I
didn’t see how I could pull over right away. We had to pull off
at the next exit and circle around to take the highway back in
the opposite direction to find her again. As we were circling, I
imagined she might be running so fast that she’d have passed
the previous exit, or might have moved clear on to the end of
the highway. We were afraid she would be hit during the time

we were coming back around, but she was still running along
that median when we came across her the second time. She
turned and ran towards us, down into the ditch to cross over to
our side. She had to wade in the tall grass and weeds in the
deepest part where they came well over her head. She crawled
out the other side and into our car.

Mobile 49, Route Observation View

I was planning on being in Hudson, New York for the Flag Day
parade this year to see Max Goldfarb’s refitted emergency
transmission vehicle -Mobile49 pulled by oxen down Warren
Street. Invited away to participate in a residency in Sweden, I
wasn’t there in the end. If my initial interest in the project was
primarily

about

its

unique

engagement

with the local—

embedding a conceptually complex piece in a form of cultural
spectacle popular in this small town America—it felt a bit
strange to try and gather relevant information from afar,
downloading video and audio tracks over the internet and
opening image files and pdfs from my email in order to engage
again with ideas about the local and about the possible
imaginings of a potentially immanent reality in which the kind of
travel I’ve been doing is no longer possible.
Now I’m moving from the Hudson Valley to California in my
car, and as I press on to cross two or three states in a day, I pass
not only dogs but also people walking along the highways in
places where the highway is the only path to be followed, where
walking outside of a large city is a dangerous and abject activity.
From the passenger’s seat I reread an article Max sent me in the
context of our conversations on Deep Cycle: Stan Allen’s 1985
“Field Conditions,” which starts in turn with a Sanford Kwinter
quote: “The field…describes local relations of difference within
fields of celerity, transmission or of careering points…” 1 I think
about dogs and circling around, about flying around in airplanes,
about walking between a rural trailer and the nearest grocery
store along pavement and parking lots designed for people who
don’t have to walk anymore. Most rural life is designed for not
thinking about what it would mean not to be able to take the
1

Stan Allen, “Field Conditions” in Points + Lines (New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 1999)

SUV to the strip mall miles down the road to pick up food,
entertainment, and information imported from distant locations.
Of course there are significant pockets of folks interested in
thinking about this, and many different versions of imagining
what preparedness, survival, and sustainability could and should
mean. These include groups as diverse as followers of Bill
Mollison’s Permaculture techniques, radical faerie farmers, and
readers of Ragnar Benson’s guides for DIY Medicine and
Guerrilla Gunsmithing. Max Goldfarb’s artistic investigation into
the possibilities for post-oil emergency, transformation, and
communication inhabits a kind of space in-between. He doesn’t
seem so interested in building up a personal arsenal (militiastyle), but explores the aesthetic and conceptual possibilities of
disaster preparedness, alternative energy sources, and emergency
transmission between outposts of survivors. Deep Cycle engages
historic

fables,

contemporary

poetry,

quasi-paranoid

sci-fi

warnings, and a slew of newly commissioned performances and
transmissions broadcast from Mobile49 on the weekend of the
Flag Day Parade.
Celerity, according to the OED, is now used chiefly to refer to
the speed of living things. It seems to include a sense that deals
not only with motion in one direction but also of rapidity of
movements in general, and hence perhaps also a kind of
connotation about industriousness, busyness, or productivity. One
of the dictionary examples refers to a squirrel, not an animal we

necessarily think of as covering a lot of ground, but certainly one
that has a talent for getting its nuts in order. Anyway, celerity is
thus distinguished from velocity, although where I’ve lately been
spending a great deal of my time in airplanes or automobiles I
suppose their velocity becomes my celerity, give or take the
difference between a speeding plane and my own movements up
or down the interior aisles on my way from seat to restroom.
Does the speed at which I accomplish tasks disappear in the face
of the airplane’s overwhelming speed? In planes and trains
distraction rather than productive movement seems

more

apposite for occupying all those hours when my celerity is so
completely overtaken by the machine’s velocity. I stop in a city
library to work, and wish to be more grounded. I look for the
spot in the reading room with the most free space around it; a
spot that will allow me a comfortable working area. I shift,
reacting to the other subjects around me, to the objects they
move around with and the vehicles they move around in.
Stan Allen continues “Field Conditions” with a discussion of
crowds, swarms, and objects maintaining minimum distance to
neighboring particles or units by constantly reacting to local
conditions of space and difference:
If we think of the figure not as a demarcated object read
against a stable field, but as an effect emerging from the
field itself—as moments of intensity, as peaks or valleys
within a continuous field—than it might be possible to

imagine figure and field as more closely allied. What is
intended here is a close attention to the production of
difference at the local scale, even while maintaining a
relative indifference to the form of the whole. Authentic
and productive social differences, it is suggested, thrive at
the local level.
How do we reconcile an interest in cultivating all that can be
rich at a local level with a desire to know what’s out there
beyond the edge of town? How could we begin to re-imagine
what it would mean if this reconciliation suddenly had to take
place under a forced condition of mobility restricted to the
extremely local? Trained to think within the conditions of
globalization, I wonder how we would survive an emergency that
engendered a changeover to squirrel-like celerity and away from
jetlag-inducing velocity. I wonder most especially how this would
affect a shift in the way we consider difference, the “local
relations of difference within fields of celerity” used as a point of
departure for Allen.
James

Kunstler’s

“World Made

By

Hand” presents

one

imagining of the ways we might readjust to the space we would
find under the field conditions of a post-oil era. Set as it is in a
small town in the Hudson Valley, it provides a point of
departure for some of the considerations in Goldfarb’s project. It
is a hopeful book in some senses, full of make-do and friendship
as much as it is full of fear, violence, and fanaticism. Where the
story devolves into a crude and retrograde fantasy speckled with

mysticism it suggests that moving onwards in a post-oil society
involves all kinds of regression. Kunstler’s description of old
refrigerators refashioned as smokers, backyard patios repurposed
as sustenance gardens, and strip malls torn down for scrap are
compelling. He continues to provide vivid description, not just
about horse-drawn carriages and hand tools, but also about a
semi-feudal society where white men hold all the power and
everyone else seems pretty okay with it. The male gang leaders,
church leaders, or unofficially elected civic leaders are the ones
who hold the reigns and the feminists, queers, biodynamic
farmers, permaculturists, and even female doctors and skilled
laborers seem all to have disappeared. Kunstler via his main
character: “As the world changed, we reverted to social divisions
that we’d thought were obsolete. The egalitarian pretenses of the
high-octane decades had dissolved and nobody even debated it
anymore, including the women of our town.” 2 Beyond questions
of the egalitarian, Kunstler seems to have abandoned any
interest in how the last decades’ conversations about identity,
difference,

privilege,

and

participation,

as

well

as

any

experimentation with alternative models for organizing society or
producing energy and food, might make a post-oil future
different from a pre-oil past.

2

James Howard Kunstler, World Made by Hand (New York : Atlantic
Monthly Press, 2008),101.

In an important article about historical and contemporary
cultural movements that take on the form of reenactment, Sven
Lütticken points out the danger of projects that naturalize
inequality as do Kunstler’s book: “’Conservative revolutions’ are
restorations; if they reenact the past to change the present, it is
not at the service of creating something unprecedented, but at
the service of restoring, of copying a hallowed model of order
and ‘natural’ inequality.” 3 This is conservative in the sense of the
word “conservation.” But this process of reenactment can also be
troubled, depending on who is doing the rewriting of history and
what future is being imagined. Many people are disturbed by the
kind of historical reenactment that entails Confederate-flag
wielding soldiers in mock battles on dusty fields in the deep
South. A

current

Six

Flags

ad

campaign questions

the

entertainment value of the classic open-air living history museum
and its butter-churning workshops, giving it a “one-flag” rating.
But while militia groups in Virginia stockpile weapons for the
2012 Armageddon and “Tea Party” activists stage demonstrations
at Colonial Williamsburg, urban as well as rural workshops that
take up home-brewing, gardens for schoolchildren, backyard biodiesel and traditional building with environmentally sustainable
materials are also attracting a great variety of enthusiasts.
3

Sven Lütticken, “An Arena in Which to Reenact,” in Life, Once More:
Forms of Reenactment in Contemporary Art, ed. Lütticken (Rotterdam:
Witte de With, 2005), 59-60.

Projects such as Deep Cycle remind us that “Art can examine
and try out – under laboratory conditions, as it were – forms of
repetition that break open history and the historicist returns of
past periods; it can investigate historical moments or eras as
potentials waiting to be reactivated, in forms that need not
resemble anything.” 4
--Medians, I suddenly realized, are sloped down into a ditch in
the middle like that so errant cars don’t careen all the way over
into the oncoming lane of traffic. Miles and miles of empty
space we’ve devoted to the possibility of the need for a buffer; an
empty space mostly unused, the landscaping version of insurance
and savings accounts and spare rooms.
Our second life-or-death scenario along a highway median in the
course of our cross-country road trip: The car that had just sped
up behind us lost control just to my left before violently swerving
into that dead zone, kicking up gravel or possibly bits of car onto
the driver’s side window. We called 911 from our cell phone.
Where were we? What mile marker? And would they even
know where we were calling from without telling them? In the
moments after what felt like a brush with death, or the
witnessing of one, the chill of fear mingled with
4

thankfulness

Sven Lütticken, “An Arena in Which to Reenact,” in Life, Once More:
Forms of Reenactment in Contemporary Art, ed. Lütticken (Rotterdam:
Witte de With, 2005), 60.

for life, confirmed by the appearance of a yellow and white
ambulance, making its way in the opposite direction, presumably
in response to our call.

Mobile 49, Route Observation View

Fresh Kills, Die Zw itscher -Maschine.
Maximilian Goldfarb

Gordon Matta-Clark. ‘Fresh Kill,’ 1972. Courtesy Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI),
New York. (Image depicts Matta-Clark’s truck, Herman Meydag’).

1972. Countdown. Fresh Kill begins with credit text painted directly
onto a red steel door, intended it seems, to look like the back of the
panel truck that will figure as central to the film. The truck,
Herman Meydag, is the co-protagonist of the performance, along
with Gordon Matta-Clark as the driver who will steer Meydag to its
end. The door is pulled open to advance us into the film; pausing

first to permit view into a black void, and then passing through the
cinematic darkness to reveal an open road leading to the Horizon.

A handcrank is raised, top-heavy above the base of a spindly
contraption: Sadistically designed to employ a choir of dischordant
birds, the instrument disregards structural integrity. The crankshaft,
the component driving the four avian figures, entails a fine
horizontal frame-line around which a viney flourish is wound to
integrate

(or

camouflage)

the

creatures’

perch

within

the

construction. Perhaps the figures have unwittingly alighted upon the
unsafe rig and appear to ingest barbed lures.
Jutting into the horizon from the bottom edge of the frame is the
hood of Meydag. The roadscape is viewed through a cracked
windshield as the vehicle runs alongside a series of telephone poles,
-lines of communication sending signals to forecast the end. The
engine rumbles along, intermixed with muttering voices.
Panning across an industrial harbor overpass to the left gives a
slightly wider locale. Teeming gulls are in flight among a docked
barge, as well as sitting along the tiers of an industrial carcass at two
levels, redolent of Paul Klee’s creaky, maniacal contraption of
wasted, noisy mechanics: The Twittering Machine. Meydag crosses
this threshold to reach the eponymous site, The Fresh Kills Landfill.

The birds’ predicament on the upper half of the mechanism is
reflected in the impossible geometry of the lower. The inner (back)
legs that support the tabletop do not correspond to the height of the
front, if the top were to be representative of a transparent material.
But if the inner lines extend lower than the outer wall, disappearing
because they follow laws of perspective and become concealed by the
foreground as they descend, then this must indicate that the base is
a recessive chasm, a trap. And the diagonal cross-bars which rest on
the top edge of the lower frame support the entire cantilevered rig
as it is spanned over the chasm, leaving the subject of the snare
ambiguous: This is not a fully contained depiction of an incident
involving the four creatures entrapped, but a situation set up to be
activated in relation to the observer-participants’ encounter with the
scene. The birds, here understood as an integral part of the device,
serve to entice: beneath them is a trapdoor leading to the perilous
depths. The device can be seen as a hand-crank air-raid siren that
makes a prolonged screech, like a bird calling out warning. Yet, the
machine can also transform to behave as the dangerously
enchanting winged sirens of Greek mythology: one is drawn in
towards the opening, defenseless to song upon approaching. (As
Odysseus rowed his vessel by the treacherous sirens, he had his
crew’s ears stopped by beeswax to prevent their susceptibility to the
sirens’ deception).

Gordon Matta-Clark. ‘Fresh Kill,’ 1972. Courtesy Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI),
New York.

The camera places us in the cab of the vehicle, introduced to the
driver by way of his marionette-like arms and legs, robo-athletically
driving the truck as it careers along. The cylinders clacking, the
downshifted engine groaning, we roll alongside the exterior, which is
ornamented by graphics, -is it a vice-clamp or a sickle?- emblazoned
on the side: MACHINISTS. The vehicle itself serves as an
exclamation point. Six quick jump cuts present a slide sequence of
the trash-strewn industrial wasteland, the camera pushes up against
a burly dozer; Here the film goes mute.

The aqueous painted atmosphere occupied by the frail siren figures
turns flat when black smudges are left imprinted by a fist that has
leaned on the canvas. -Grease from the hands of a macabre
engineer? -Motor oil residue? The mutable base of the structure is a
platform on the sea. This is the hulking architecture of a rig
pumping hydrocarbons wantonly, dispersing darkness throughout
the stain of colors. The injured birds, -personnel that can no longer
control their unwinding apparatus contort and writhe and choke.
Just beneath the axel joint, which resembles Poseidon’s fork, is a
double triangle, -a maritime signal flag hung to communicate on yet
another channel; it is the semaphore shorthand indicating need for
emergency contact with shore stations.
In the driver’s POV, cresting the hill, silently approaching impact,
the collision and death of Herman Meydag is depicted in four
sequential shots while the gulls take flight. The bulldozer’s
proficiency is briefly demonstrated as the camera admires its
ominous blade. The next three-quarters of the film are devoted to
the silent, dismal cremation of Meydag. A tank of gasoline, vital
fluid, spills from the body of the truck as it is rolled and crushed by
the crawler. Sign painted on the back of the truck reads,

EMERGENCY SERVICES. The scavenger birds return to their
piles to observe the activity, the freshest contribution to their terrain.
A train of garbage cargo passes by on its way into the landfill.

Gordon Matta-Clark. ‘Fresh Kill,’ 1972. Courtesy Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI),
New York.

In the steely, silent racket, Meydag is undone; crushed and torn, we
see glimpses of its anatomy; muffler, axel, quarterpanel, -a wheel
wanly rotates as the autobody is turned belly-up. A second, more
powerful dozer enters, compressing Meydag to further disintegration.
The washed-out sky is filled with specks of swarming birds,
resembling a field of diffuse particles of life escaping from the
carnage. More heavy implements finalize the process of contributing
all but the elusive manufactory microbes into the industrial food
chain. Eventually the maws of a grapple crane lift the remains,
piling the waste onto a heap of garbage in a carriage heading to the

interior of the dump. A trace of Meydag is revealed in a last glimpse
as it is churned into the land, becoming less distinguishable from
the texture of the grounds. A bird appears to feed on a living worm
pulled from the detritus.

Flag and antenna mast designed for M49; Image, Nicholas Kahn 2010.
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WHISTL E TIP
Paul Elliman

Vhaaaap! Vhaaooaw! Whaaaoow! Whaaoowaoap! Whaoowp! The
latest rage for kids is driving parents and entire neighbourhoods
crazy.
It’s
called
a
Whistle
Tip.
Go!
VvvveeaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAA Avwauvwau-vwau-vwauvwau-vwau-vwau-vwau-vwau-vwau-vwooooaaaau.
Verp verp verrrp vep vep vep verp vep vep ve VAO vuwerrrrrrre
Go.
vwaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaau-werrrrrrrrr.
Avoaw-uvoaw. Vewaaarrr oavueeeeerrrrp vuwuauuoo oh I messed
up. Go! It was a mess up… Alright go, just do it!
Vwaaaahhhhaahhhh vuuearrr. Avwau-vwau-vwau-vwau- vwau-vwauvwau-vwau-vwau-vwau
wer
woo
wer
woo
wer
woo
vwAAAAAAAaaaaooooooooooooooo (Background sounds of a fire
station, bleeps and distant muffled voices from walkie talkie, distant
air horn and siren sounds, voices…) Brian, Brian… Wu Wu, he’s
the siren boy, he’s into sirens, does all the ambulances, the fire
trucks, you name it he can do it… Yeah but I… we…
RaaaOOOOOOOOOOOoo-ooooooooooh
aaaaaaAAAAAaaaaoooo
(Brian laughing) AIR voo AIR voo (laughing) What? Let’s go DO
IT! RuOOOOOOOooooooooooo ooo awoooooooo (laughing)
ERRW! ooo ERRW! ooo ERRW! Oo (Laughing) Come on keep
it do it. Do the real good siren now. Which one? You know. I lost
touch on it. No you didn’t, lets go, you can do it, c’mon? Whaddaya
mean you lost touch? What about the one that you do the
loudest… The loudest? Yeah, c’mon. Oh, the Federal?! Come
on…Aooooaaaaaaaaa-wooooooaaaaaaaa Let’s try it again. Come on.
Its ok, do it again, do it longer… LONGER? You’re gonna make
me go out of breath. C’mon. EAUR woo EAUR woo Thirty-two
five eight, he’s got a number in here. Yes he does. He caused an
accident one time too. You stopped the traffic out on

the road it was a red light. He made the old lady pull over and she
wacked the buckle So you have a license to do that? Don’t need it.
Come
on!
OaaAAAAAHHHHHH!
OOOOOOOOOOOO
ooooooooowh! (real sirens going off, full alert, manual and phasers,
Brian joins in, barrage of human and electric sirens going) Mock
round of applause as if Brian was somehow making all the siren
sounds. Laughter. We’ve gotta hear this all day, every time there’s
an ambulance… he’s nuts. (Sirens, laughter, fade…
Er my name’s Nathan um, yeah’n it’s’bout three thirty in the
morning here in Michigan but I’m wide awake so urm a
lot’everybody knows wud a police siren sounds like or an ambulance
um basically vocally it sounds sum’pin like this (clears throat)
uVURWuVURWuVURWuuuuo
voooouuuuurrrrr
RRRRRRRRRR rrrruuuuuuooooouu Um vocally that’s what the
vocal police siren sounds like. Alright. First off, ahem, you need to
find a high octave um note that you can um comfortably hum.
Usually I hum it in the higher fifth octave somewhere around the
ooooooooooooooooooooo, erm so find that high note that you can
hum: ooooooooooooooooooo.
Next thing you need to know is the mouth positioning, um this is
gonna look really silly but you need to make an over exaggerated
kissing face: oooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooo (with slightly
more vibrato hum) have you noticed like once the um bottom part
of these two teeth right here gently touched down on here it kind of
brought out this vuuuuuu kinda sound um it basically it kinda
sounds like a little bit like a trumpet dvua va va dvu der… and it’s
all about manipulation of your mouth manipulation of where you
put your teeth but don’t cram them down on top of that bottom lip
because you do that the sound will not come out, erm example, you
just want it gently rested on that bottom lip: vvverrrrrrrr
vvuuuuuuvvvveuarrrrr and then you can play with the octaves a little
bit start humming higher and lower and keeping your mouth in that
same shape and then once you get that down start going a little bit
faster every single time that way um you start actually

hearing the police siren effect come out when you start doing it slow
it sounds kinda like a regular police car going down the road but
once you start moving it faster it sounds like a police car in pursuit.
So: vuuuuuverrvuverrrrrvuverrrrr vvvaerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrvvvvouououou
oooooooo
MmBHABHABA!!
Rrruwwww
RrruUUUUUUWWWWWu AAAAAAAwwwwww vuNHe NHe
NHe NHe ngoooooo…. Hey guys whats up? Gonna show you my
talent. I’ve been able to do this since I was pro’lly five years old so,
er, here’s Federal Q and Power Call hNHun NHun NHungh
Rrruuuu RHUUUU- UUWWWWWwwwwww NHn NHn NHn
FVAOWu FVAOWu FVAOWu FVAOWu FVAOHPv If’ya got
any sirens you want me to do send me a message and I’ll give em a
try. See ya. VVVAAAAwuVVVAAAAAAwuVAIP! Hey again, it’s
me, um, I just woke up. Ok erm hopefully the call siren sounds
good on this half-assed camera. Aright here we go, shape your
mouth as if your going to say an F but your bottom lip should be
more, more like outwards, so it should be like… y’see that position?
Ok. Now don’t tense up your lips, they should be very erm loose.
Now it should, try to do a very high pitched hum… through, erm,
through, through your mouth, so it should be like
VVVVVAAAAAou VVVAAAAouVAIP! like that… it should
sound like very fucked up, K? But as soon as you erm make that
shape with your mouth the the the sound should squeeze through
your lips, and your teeth, erm nothing should vibrate here so it
shouldn’t create a ticking feeling. It should sound like: vao ooo vao
ooo vep vao ooo vao ooo vep And just keep on practicing and it’s
gonna sound, er better. (Short sharp upwards whistle) SuWEP!
So you seal with your tongue up against the side of your teeth and
against your fingers and the air blows across the top and then you
have another chamber underneath you vary the size of that chamber
underneath by moving your tongue and that controls the
pitch of the note. (series of short whistles) Hah! Do you want me to

take one of you? Is it recording? Yeh (laughter). Alright, ahem, Eyr!
Uyr! Eyr! Uyr! Uyr! Eyr! Uyr! Eyr! Eyr! Eyr! Eyr! Film that walker,
Eyr! Uyr! Eyr! Uyr! Eyr! Sorry (Laughing) he just looked over here
and was like What the fuck was that? (Laughter)
Those people over there. Look at the crowds. Should I do it really
loud? (Laughter) Ye Eyhr! AEyhr! AEyhr! AEyhr! AEyhr! AEyhr!
AEyhr! AEyhr! AEyhr! AEyhr! (Laughing) EYOWYR! EYOWYR!
EYUYR! EYEYR! YED! OW! ow ow ow o wow auer auer auer
auer auer auer!
Okay, today we’re gonna show you: Po-lice Si-ren. Run a power
supply here nothing special run it right here to the power unit. Here
it is power supply. We went to Radio Shack, manager special,
30watts, 60watt bull horn, every one we had blew up within 3
seconds, seems pretty powerful, it’s got about a hundred watts, erm,
we can er pretty much er do anything we want on a er fire truck,
ambulance and police car, so check this out real quick. Rigged up a
volume control right here … see what we can do … it’s pretty loud,
this is only one step … That’s pretty loud and that’s only one step…
You put up all the way here to the top, yelp it one time or horn it
one time this thing vibrates your skull. Woa! That thing just
moved. Now that is powerful. That is powerful. We can do PA here,
we can do we have a little thing here on the top: hello hello test test
twenty test test put the horn here … turns it off there and that’s it.
Police siren.

RESCU E VEHICLES
By David Koehn

This one rushing to the hospital like a giraffe.
This one to put out the fire of embers older than the known
universe.
This one constructed of levers and pulleys enabling you to pull the
tramp steamer out of the river all by yourself.
This one to calculate the grains of sand it takes to fill the universe.
This one to ascend the towers of Syracuse and save Archimedes
from his mistimed final words and the tip of the angry spear.
This one to arrogate the feather for the 12th century prayer
supplanted by a monk recycling the pages by a scraping and a wash
to be turned into a prayer book.
This one for the palimpsest of math under invocation.
This one for life’s jaws chewing the nib of Red Man tobacco
plugged in a cheek on a distant river fishing with a distant friend,
my grandfather.
This one to remove the manuscript from the library.
This one to call my mother the day the plane crashed into her office
at the Pentagon.
This one to microfiche the New York Times article about The
Method discovered by a Greek theologian.

This one for a pilot’s license.
This one for unbinding the Archimedes palimpsest and discovering
the lines in the binding.
This one for words recurring in an eye for the first time.
This one for blueprints of buildings.
This one for diagrams of thinking.
This one for the missing lines on the page discussing the rules for
dealing with infinity reappearing.
This one for what the television could have become.
This one to weigh the curved shape of bodies: sphere and cone
equal in volume to cylinder.
This one for the man dressed in black rushing into an exploding
room.
This one to carry a kidney to Tuscaloosa for a father of three as if a
part of each of us has always belonged to other people.

Roadkill As Message
Axel Bishop

Ryder Cooley (and collaborator, ‘Dandy’ –a taxidermed deerhead) appear as M49 hood ornament/kill
(left) on Deep Cycle route, and wrecked Jeep Cherokee. images: Nicholas Kahn & Axel Bishop. 2010.

‘...Radio is the suppressed double of our visually material universe.’

-From The Uncanny Home and The Transmitted Voice’, -Edward D. Miller

The first in a series of Mobile Death Reports is received by a mysterious
mobile laboratory, Mobile 49. The death dispatches originate from Ryder Cooley,
who is walking the route of the Deep Cycle project, nearly in its entirety, having left
from the NY State Volunteer Firemen cemetery ahead of the rest of the project
personnel, as something of a satellite to the outfit.
Cooley tows a kit of supplies to aid in the retrieval of animal carcasses
pummeled and flattened on the asphalt. She carries a blackened fireman’s lantern
burning lampoil for the duration of her funerary walk. The road is a destructive-force

machine that carves the lands of Cooley’s ‘Animalian’ cosmology with ‘assassins
trajectories’* (Ashbery, Mountains and Rivers). Cooley’s action is an assumption of
the roles of road worker, undertaker, griever; quietly exposing the overlooked remains
of creatures as slaughter; -death at the hands of the machine. Names seem to be
vessels that carry fate. In the mystical resonance that can be found in things and
words, Ryder is a compassionate Walker, branded to tow her own name as a
reminder to defeat the violent passivity of the rider. In Cooley’s study of the road (as
well, Daniel Berry’s archiving of kills and the reapplication of death-pelts as material
incorporated into uniform design) there is an active engaging with the remains of the
dead through use of a mournful taxonomy.
Within the gestures of Cooley’s performance and Berry’s uniforms, their
materials, -their media- are the disemboweled bodies of various species encountered
as found objects extracted from a living system and represented in the context of the
theater of landscape. In this sense, the decomposition of flesh and fur is the language
of the message, conveyed through periodic signals, and retransmitted from the vehicle,
Mobile49, that is accomplice to the kill in its alliance to the very road that is the site
of the ‘incidents’.
The Mobile Death Reports, and the works of Deep Cycle overall, occur in two
parallel landscapes; the sites of the various correlated incidents along the route, and
the non-sites of messages passing through the radioscape. The Deep Cycle project is
anxious to make underseen conditions visible by making a series of surprising
connections between places that are not ordinarily considered adjacent and responsive
to (or responsible for) one another. And as a radio work it reveals the ghostly realities
of what is already there by articulating ‘voices’ of people, places, things: The voices are
geographically situated, yet carried and distributed by mobile transmission; wanting to
be present, listened to and known. If, as Allen Weiss has stated, ‘...radiophonic

artwork is guided by the serendipity of a fata morgana, the bewildering, aleatory
process of recuperating and rechanneling the lost voice...’ then the mobile death
reports reflect this in the way that, after a delay from the moment of impact, one can
hear the screaming end of a life-form as told through the reports, which manage to
be a semi-clinical, yet anguished manner of delivery. This act is ritualized in the serial
nature of the death reports. Arriving as interruptions within the larger program, the
intervals are based on the spaces between chance encounters with corpses.
The route traveled by Mobile 49 is an armature; a skeleton on which the
many performance incidents of Deep Cycle are arranged. At the center of the route is
a vast junkyard filled with another variety of corpse, the derelict vehicle. These
autobodies are stacked high and well-organized, extending over a graven, hilly
property seen from the roadway by passing vehicles. The punctured windshields and
torqued chassis loom there as a counterweight to the found creatures. They fit among
the classifications of roadkill as dead predators. Visitors to this lot make use of these
fallen forms, picking through the carcasses for usable parts. And to pass among the
battered steel is to experience a quieted violence of the road. Hermes, god of the road
and the passage, mediated the exchange between the worlds of the living and the
dead. On close inspection of the broken autobodies, one can see imbedded on many
of the flattened tires, a winged shoe, the sign of Hermes, messenger-deity, delivering a
last utterance from beyond the boundaries of road and body.

PA01: Escape Pod
Mobile 49

When aboard an air, sea or outer space vehicle, and immediate
evacuation becomes necessary; an escape pod can be instrumental
for survival.
An escape pod is a small craft equipped by a larger vehicular vessel
to be used in a time of emergency egress.
Characteristics of pods will vary, depending upon assessed risks of
the host ship such as outer conditions, velocity and range.
Complications can arise when an event occurs that prompts use of
an escape pod, yet more personnel require means of escape than
can fit within maximum occupancy of the pod. Such circumstance
will necessitate a pre-established hierarchy, or delegated
representatives of the craft.
Though space is limited in an escape pod due to efficient storage
within the primary craft, some pods will have a restricted cargo hold.
The cargo hold should not be used for transport of additional
personnel, as the hold is often not pressurized or controlled space,
even for temporary occupancy.
Escape pods will commonly be equipped with a readiness kit of
supplies for emergency medical attention, food and water,
communication and signaling systems, locater tools and in some
cases; weapons for self defense.

A vehicle that incorporates an escape pod is in anticipation of
possible disaster, and the acknowledgement of a potentially highimpact atmosphere. Therefore, design of the pod craft should
consider a relevant material construction and corresponding
inventory of supplies for the sustainability of the lives of all
successful escapees.
In addition to survival through the use of an escape pod, precautions
should be taken for enduring a projected period of survival at the
pod terminus.

PA02: Tactical Incident Command Sy stem
Mobile 49
The unpredictable and often complex nature of emergency rescue
events demand an increasing order for sensitive, effective interdepartmental response. To best utilize the spectrum of agency skills,
tools, and areas of training, a procedural blueprint for efficient,
controlled action can be applied to any situation.
The scalable emergency response methodology of the Tactical
Incident Command System is utilized for crisis management by
disaster and law enforcement agencies. In First Response efforts to
restore and maintain social and environmental stability, Command
System procedures are followed for efficiency and coordination. This
is accomplished in a manner of trans-disciplinary ethic, including
personnel from a wide array of agencies functioning under a central
coordinating figure. A stopgap coordinator has a command of interagency protocols and tools, and employs this accumulated
knowledge base towards accident avoidance and standardized
communication.
In addition to prerequisite skill in fields of emergency response, a
coordinator in the theater of a Tactical Incident Command event
requires a resourceful ability to Improvise. A Commander is an
agent of First Response who establishes an Incident Command Post
in close proximity to a scene of emergency. The Command Post
includes tactical rescue and medical staging facility and a
communications relay center. All additional agents defer to the
Incident Commander’s delegations until stability is restored.
Command System procedures are utilized as the vanguard response
to any emergency; predicated on adaptability and communication,
the objective of restoring order supersedes hierarchies that may exist
in typical day-to-day functioning among individuals and agencies.
The first unit of response will be the

temporary authority of a given incident. In the event that an
incident should escalate in impact or change in focus, the modular,
systematic Command will expand or decrease efforts to maintain
efficiency and effectiveness.
Incident Command Posts are commonly identified by a green
emergency beacon.

River s and Mountains
by John Ashbery

On the secret map the assassins 
Cloistered, the Moon River was marked 
Near the eighteen peaks and the city
Of humiliation and defeat - wan ending 
Of the trail among dry, papery leaves 
Gray-brown quills like thoughts 
In the melodious but vast mass of today's
Writing through fields and swamps 
Marked, on the map, with little bunches of weeds. 
Certainly squirrels lived in the woods
But devastation and dull sleep still
Hung over the land, quelled 
The rioters turned out of sleep in the peace of prisons 
Singing on marble factory walls 
Deaf consolation of minor tunes that pack 
The air with heavy invisible rods
Pent in some sand valley from 
Which only quiet walking ever instructs.
The bird flew over and 
Sat - there was nothing else to do. 
Do not mistake its silence for pride or strength 
Or the waterfall for a harbor
Full of light boats that is there 
Performing for thousands of people 
In clothes some with places to go 
Or games. Sometimes over the pillar 
Of square stones its impact 

Makes a light print. 
So going around cities 
To get to other places you found
It all on paper but the land 
Was made of paper processed 
To look like ferns, mud or other
Whose sea unrolled its magic 
Distances and then rolled them up
Its secret was only a pocket 
After all but some corners are darker 
Than these moonless nights spent as on a raft 
In the seclusion of a melody heard 
As though through trees 
And you can never ignite their touch
Long but there were homes 
Flung far out near the asperities
Of a sharp, rocky pinnacle 
And other collective places 
Shadows of vineyards whose wine
Tasted of the forest floor 
Fisheries and oyster beds 
Tides under the pole
Seminaries of instruction, public
Places for electric light 
And the major tax assessment area 
Wrinkled on the plan 
Of election to public office 
Sixty-two years old bath and breakfast 
The formal traffic, shadows
To make it not worth joining
After the ox had pulled away the cart. 

Your plan was to separate the enemy into two groups 
With the razor-edged mountains between. 
It worked well on paper 
But their camp had grown 
To be the mountains and the map 
Carefully peeled away and not torn 
Was the light, a tender but tough bark
On everything. Fortunately the war was solved
In another way by isolating the two sections 
Of the enemy's navy so that the mainland 
Warded away the big floating ships. 
Light bounced off the ends 
Of the small gray waves to tell 
Them in the observatory 
About the great drama that was being won 
To turn off the machinery 
And quietly move among the rustic landscape 
Scooping snow off the mountains rinsing
The coarser ones that love had 
Slowly risen in the night to overflow 
Wetting pillow and petal
Determined to place the letter 
On the unassassinated president's desk 
So that a stamp could reproduce all this
In detail, down to the last autumn leaf 
And the affliction of June rides 
Slowly out into the sun-blackened landscape.

‘Rivers and Mountains’ by John Ashbery. Copyright © 1966,
1985, 1997, 2008 by John Ashbery. All rights reserved. Used
by permission of Georges Borchardt, Inc., for the author.

PA03: Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
Mobile 49

The Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service evolved from the War
Emergency Radio Service established During World War II.
W.E.R.S. originated as a civil defense mechanism for
communicating vital information to civilians in connection with air
raid protection.
RACES operators continue as licensed amateur radio operators that
have trained in the emergency procedures required for rapidly
putting into effect a back-up communications network. RACES
operators are instrumental in staging communications in assistance
to local, state and federal emergency organizations.
RACES operators are part of a stand-by system, engaging in various
other areas of licensed radio communications in preparation for
disaster or unrest. One active system rehearsed in stable, day-to-day
conditions is Message Net. Message Net is a radio network utilized
for the translation and delivery of written messages to be conveyed
to any destination world-wide.

The Interventions of Honi HaM'agel,
The Cir cle Dr aw er
Translated and Rea d by Gili Mela med-Lev
There are several instances told, in the Rabbinic Period, where
Rabbis instituted a prayer for rain on behalf of the people.
Prominent among these stories, Honi HaM'agel (meaning Honi the
Circle-drawer) was a righteous Jewish scholar of the first century on
whose teachings the Mishnah -the first part of the Talmud- was
derived. His name comes from a miracle that he preformed during
the time of great drought: As told in the Talmud, after a month
without rain, the people asked Honi to pray for rain to save their
crops. Honi picked up a stick and drew a circle around himself in
the dust, and told God that he would not move from within the
circle until it rained.

“Master of the universe, your children have turned their faces to me,
for I am like a member of your household. I swear by your great
Name that I will not budge from here until you help your children.”
Shortly after, began a mild drizzle.
His students addressed him again and said,
‘Thanks to you we are alive today, but this rain is only to free you
from your promise.’
Honi HaM'agel once again addressed God and said that with such a
weak rain, he was not satisfied and would wait in his circle for more
rain; It then began to pour.

It proceeded to rain in wild torrents, and his students once again
pleaded to Honi and exclaimed ‘Just as you prayed for the rain to
come, so pray that it may go away!’
He said to them ‘One does not usually make requests when things
go too well. Nevertheless. Bring me a bull and I will pray and offer
the bull in sacrifice to God.’
The people did just so and Honi placed his hands upon the bull
and began to pray, ‘Master of the Universe, your people of Israel,
whom you brought out of Egypt, cannot tolerate extreme favor, just
as they cannot handle extreme calamity. They cannot endure this
deluge. May it be your will that the rain stop.’
Upon finishing his prayer the clouds disappeared and the sun began
to shine.
From these actions, it was felt that Honi had showed ‘dishonor’ to
God. However, he was excused as he was Honi and it was widely
believed that he had a special relationship with God.
Another feature of the esteemed Honi HaM'agel's mystical existence
is described thusly:
While walking along a road, Honi came upon a farmer who was
planting a Carob tree. Honi asked the farmer how long it would be
for this tree to grow to fruition. The farmer answered that it would
take seventy years, and Honi remarked that the farmer would not
live long enough to see this. The farmer replied, ‘I found this world
provided with Carob trees. Just as my forefathers planted for me, I
too plant for my descendents.’
Honi, weary from his travels and pondering over the conversation,
sat down by the newly planted tree to eat his bread. Slumber
overcame him, and he slept so deeply as seventy years passed.

When he awoke in the shade of a mature Carob tree, he saw the
farmer picking the fruit. He asked ‘Is it you who planted this tree?’
The farmer answered, ‘I am the son of his son.’ Honi
replied, ‘Then that would mean I have just awoke from seventy
years of sleep’.
He knocked at the door of a nearby home and asked those that he
found there, ‘Is the son of Honi Ham’agel alive?’ They said to him:
‘His son is not alive but the son of his son is.’ Honi said to
them, ‘But I am Honi Ham’agel.’ They did not believe this claim.
He continued on to the Academy where he heard the Rabbis
saying: “Our views are as clear as in the years of Honi Ham’agel.
He said to them, ‘Yet I am he.’ But they did not believe him and
they did not respect him.’ He was distressed and dismayed by this,
and asked God for mercy. He prayed to God and God took him
from this world.

Painted Gate on Hamburg Place, Greene County, NY

All That Is Solid Melts Into Air
Brett Ian Balo gh

‘All That Is Solid Melts Into Air is a transmission work produced
for Deep Cycle. The work takes its title from a text of the same
name by Marshall Berman, which is a treatise on the modern world
and how we may see ourselves within it. All That Is Solid replicates
the process imagined in the title by composing a map consisting of
17 layers ranging from geological regions to social architectures to
media networks. The map layers are then encoded to sound through
a protocol for transmission of images over radio known as slow-scan
television, or SSTV. The piece aims to re-interpret the solid as air
by encoding, transmitting, receiving and decoding the map. Through
this process, the physical boundaries depicted on the map's layers
become distorted through their interaction with the actual space they
intend to represent.’

Figures:
fig_001: composite map
fig_002: geology
fig_003: faults
fig_004: terrain
fig_005: hydrology
fig_006: DEC lands
fig_007: ecological zones
fig_008: remediation areas
fig_009: pollution
fig_010: census blocks
fig_011: voting districts
fig_012: school districts
fig_013: urban areas
fig_014: rail lines
fig_015: streets
fig_016: am protected boundaries
fig_017: tv protected boundaries
fig_018: fm protected boundaries
fig_019: sonogram of sstv encoded map layers
fig_020: received and reconstructed map layer

M’aidez
Axel Bishop

Found Image, Interior, submarine control cluster, & vacant terminal.

Pages from a journal containing Dan Beachy-Quick’s forming
of the poem, Twittering Machine, combined with Max Goldfarb’s
concept sketches for the Mobile 49 can be instrumental for looking
at, and listening to the Twittering Machines performance that took
place amidst the advancing program of Deep Cycle. The ingredients
include Beachy-Quick’s poem recited as both a fabricated radio
dispatch and semaphore signal, and as a parallel performance by
Goldfarb constructed from artifacts generated, in part, by shortcircuited electronics.
In preparation, select words were extracted from the poem:
...machine, fungal-wire, blown fuse, dynamo, unmending, vault, shut,
gravel, etc... These words, and a semaphore glossary were given to
Lance Duerfahrd (M49 Personnel) to be translated and learned just

well enough for Duerfahrd to perform the words with signaling flags
made with fabric and branches by Goldfarb. Upon arriving at the
designated site -a helicopter medivac pad on Rt.28 in Greene
County- Duerfahrd was deployed with flags in hand. At a cue,
Duerfahrd signaled half-learned messages across an expanse of grass
that separates the tarmac from an elevated platform belonging to the
Athens, NY Fire Department. On the platform of Mobile 49,
Goldfarb began a layering of sound material created from a shortcircuited electronic board, some hand-made contact microphones
and mechanical elements cobbled from an alarm clock. A
prearranged arrival of the Chief of the Athens Fire Department was
appropriately

delayed,

resulting

in

the

just-barely-functioning

communication of the performance to be coming to completion as
the emergency ladder truck came screaming onto the property;
ready, yet failing to participate.
Just as radio transmission can collapse spatial boundaries
between internal and external states, the flag-signal correspondence,
and the bent sounds themselves reflect the sense of disintegration of
intended paths of circuitry, so that the psychic architecture of the
performance presents inventive, improvised routes created outside of
passages intended for sonic travel. During this work, before
dissolving into a confusion of noise, a heartbeat can be heard
merging with the increasingly percussive pounding of a ‘ceaseless

clock’ (augmented here by digital delay).

Mission Control (left) communicates with Apollo 11 during, ‘a serious problem’
in the service module during space flight. The stopgap repair was accomplished
with duct tape and sundry other available items in the craft. NASA, 1969.

Chuck Yeager is widely noted for breaking the sound barrier,
contributing the shock wave of the ‘sonic boom’ to the lexicon of
sound and noise. The concept of a body moving provocatively
beyond the speed of sound was quite literally disquieting. Perhaps
lesser known is Yeager’s contribution to the institution of radio
dispatch through his administering of a cool, imperturbable spoken
word manner, developed to convey absolute calm, verging on
indifference, in times of extreme distress. It is commonplace in
communicating among such positions as First Responder, pilot,
infantry or law enforcement officials, to affect this slow calm;
conveying objective information that intends not to betray an
emotional connection to subjects of emergency.
As

another

component

of

the

Twittering

Machines

performance, Goldfarb assigned Beachy-Quick’s poem to be
articulated (by Christophe Vilaghy) as a series of radio dispatches
that employ the radio operators’ tone of sangfroid. This affectation is

activated in relation to the ability of communications systems to
compress psychic space, bringing distant events close to the listener,
drawing danger near, even while emotional content is suppressed.
Terrifying conditions, a theater of situations, are abstractly related,
separate from source or context, inherently about mapping disorder
through archiving instances of system irregularity. An incidents
emotional tenor becomes amplified. Imagine the nationally televised,
disembodied voice of Neil Armstrong, duct tape hovering beside
him in zero gravity, doing vital repair work in the historic Apollo 11
space mission, speaking the lines, ‘...We’ve rewired the mechanism.

Stars are silent, trustless: They lock the dark vault they seem to
pierce. Music of the spheres? Buzz, no test-pattern, program
cancelled, shut...’ This will give an idea of what it is to hear the antic
urgency of the Deep Cycle performances projected into the UHF
band among messages ranging from the extreme to the mundane.
This odd use of the radio medium takes advantage of its distorting
spatial, scalar forces, as well as of its potential for confusing the
demarcations of mediated content. Yet, Twittering Machines is
appropriately situated in the context of emergency infrastructure, in
seeking

to

consequence.

attach

poetics

to

protocols

of

everyday

mortal

The Tw itter ing Machine
By Dan Beachy-Quick

I see I must rewire the Twittering Machine
Whose song was lightning
when lightning-struck—
And then sang singe, sang smoke: elect
-ric elegy, perpetual elegy, the fuse
That fused syllable to


sound is blown, is
Blown, and now the dry-throat on noting
Nothing drowns. The gold-sheathed wire
Soldered to star
sang both the star
’s celestial thread that fretting through
The night kept the night a needle-width



Undone, and sang
yellow the yellow
Thread unmending the sundress wife kept

In closet December-long. And longer:
Through darker months


none could name, none
Name—since, ever since, that star whose light
Powered the Twittering Machine’s ever-song
Died, was always dead,


though nightly seen,
Is still seen, cold but brilliant overhead. The gold
-sheathed wire withered, tangent to the moon.
Now a fungal-wire aches


down cemeteries
To find a decaying song. Earth-battery—
It winds the dynamo by a ceaseless, clock-
Work turn, clock

wise turn,
But the Twittering Machine refuses song.
No, no—not refuse, not refuse. We’ve rewired
The mechanism. Stars



are silent, trustless:
They lock the dark vault they seem to pierce.
Music of the spheres? buzz, no test-pattern,
Program cancelled, shut.


Now one dark talon
Sheathed in darkness drops unseen from sky
And scratches the earth as the earth turns.



Do you hear that sound
of gravel on gravel
Grinding? That music is our music now.

PA04: Psy chological F irst Aid
Mobile 49

In the aftermath of a traumatic event, methods may be applied in
assistance of an individual towards her restoration and adaptation to
newly perceived circumstance.
Portable methods of interventive technique can aid in securing
individuals’ psychological well-being.
Accounted experiences from a wide spectrum of distress survivors,
processed through the multiple databases of advanced trauma-relief
professionals, inform immediate actionable assessment.
Specialists trained in the administration of Psychological First Aid
will appraise effects of impact and modify methods of aid application
on a subject, site and event-specific basis.
The intention of Psychological First Aid is to establish an emotional
balance in fast response to victims in order to provide social stability,
stress reduction and to offer tools for survivors to regain a sense of
orientation, order, safety and control.
Professionals operating with the twofold skills of diagnostics and
sensitive response must be prepared to manage the complex
emotional conditions by both conveying empathy and problemsolving.

In addition to working with survivors, when administering aid one
must also be knowledgeable about working within an emergency
infrastructure, relating encounters, treatments and findings into a
larger network of relief. This is crucial for building and drawing
upon an established knowledge base. It is also important for
operating effectively within functioning protocols.

The Story of Rip Van Winkle,
As T old In Son g by Brian D ewan
The origin o f the melody o f t he refrain in the
perfo rmance is the 16th century Dutch song ‘ Berg
Op Zoom’ , about the fo rtified city of Bergen Op
Zoom under siege by Spanish conq uerors.

Well, as you all know the Catskill Mountains are just over that way,
and have for generations been considered an enchanted place, as
they still are today. At the base of these mountains, if you were to go
out on route 23A just past 32, the area there between what is now
Catskill and what is now Palenville ...well somewhere in there, there
was a small village in colonial times and in that village lived Rip
Van Winkle. The story of Rip Van Winkle was found among the
papers of the late Diedrich Knickerbocker, who was a fictitious
author invented by Jeffrey Crayon an old Dutch gentleman. He
himself was a fictitious author created by Washington Irving who as
we now know is responsible for creating the story of Rip Van
Winkle.

Gather around and all ye shall hear,
Hear how Rip Van Winkle fell asleep for twenty years.
Well of course I’m not giving away the story by saying that Rip Van
Winkle fell asleep for twenty years. Everybody knows that. In fact
some people think that Rip Van Winkle was asleep for a hundred
years. Or even two-hundred years. But it was twenty years. And
that’s no small potatoes. A lot can happen in the span of a
generation. Enough to leave you bewildered if you were to go away
and come back.
Why just on my way here today I met a woman across the street
who said that she hadn’t been to this spot in twenty-five years and

her mind was blown to see this place again. I’m sure little of it has
changed, though everything around it must have changed some.
Rip Van Winkle; he was an affable and easy-going, good natured
young man who was much beloved in the community. Moreover, he
was an obedient and hen-pecked husband. It is perhaps owing to
this meekness of disposition that he was so universally beloved in
the village. But it is said that obsequious and conciliating men
abroad are often under the strict discipline of shrews at home.
Which in many ways are considered a tolerable blessing. -But if so,
Rip Van Winkle was thrice blessed.
The village children would shout with joy as he approached. He
assisted with their games, made their play-things, taught them to fly
kites and to shoot marbles. They would climb on his back and hang
from his coat tails, and never a dog from the neighborhood would
bark at him. He was very popular with the young ladies of the
village as well. He would help them in all sorts of household chores
and odd jobs that their husbands would not do for them. He was
not afraid of helping to build stone walls or husk Indian corn. But
he would attend anyone else’s business except his own. His farm was
neglected; the fences falling down. The corn was ragged. The cow
would get out amongst the cabbages. And his children were as wild
and ragged as if they belonged to no one. And his son, Rip, little
urchin that he was, showed promise of inheriting his father’s traits.
Dame Van Winkle would scold him for his carelessness. His
idleness. His thoughtlessness. And for letting his family go to ruin.
To escape these scoldings, and to find some peace and quiet, Rip
would go to the local Inn, where there was a sort of club of sages
and philosophers and other idle persons of the village. Nicholas
Vedder was the landlord of the Inn and the leader of this group.
When his opinion was wanted, all they had to do was watch the way
he smoked his pipe. He would say nothing. If something displeased
him, he would draw on his pipe and emit short, frequent, angry
bursts of smoke. But if something pleased him, he would draw on
his pipe and spin out a long, tranquil cloud. He would sit in the

shade of the tree and as the sun moved he would sit on his spot
from the bench and shift over to wherever else there was shade
under the tree. By this fashion, the villagers could tell what time it
was. He was as accurate as any sundial. Until Dame Van Winkle
would show up and scold Nicholas Vedder too, for assisting her
husband in his idleness. So Rip and his dog left the Inn, passed the
sign where there was a portrait of King George III hanging from the
front of the Inn, and walked up the mountain into the woods with
his dog, Wolf. Even Wolf felt persecuted by Dame Van Winkle,
who regarded him as Rip’s companion in idleness.
Well Rip and his dog Wolf finally reached the top of the mountain
and sat down on a moss-covered precipice from which he could see
and survey all of the Hudson Valley. He could see the future site of
the bridge that was to bear his name in the 1930’s. He could see the
future site of the Catskill game farm, which closed a few years ago.
And the future site of the Ace of Burgers, which closed its doors
forever just this past February. And the spot he sat on was itself the
future site of the Rip Van Winkle Inn, which was built in the
1860’s and frequented by people going up the long mountain road
to go to the Catskill Mountain House.
But when the Otis Elevator Co. built a cog railway up the mountain,
both the road and the Inn fell into disrepair, and the Inn burned to
the ground in 1918.
Suddenly, Rip heard a voice. And he looked around to see who was
calling him and heard,

‘Rip Van Winkle, Rip Van Winkle’.
When he looked to see who it was, there was only a crow, circling
overhead. Then he heard it again,

‘Rip Van Winkle, Rip Van Winkle’.

Then he saw a stout, squarely built man dressed in antique Dutch
garb hauling a wooden keg of liquor up the mountain. He silently
signaled Rip to join him and carry his burden, and Rip complied.
They both walked up the gully until they came to a clearing where
there were jagged precipices with gnarled trees with their roots
hanging off the edge of the cliff, -with their branches poking into
the sky. There was an assembly of men also dressed like this strange
man; in old fashion Dutch clothes wearing several pairs of britches
and playing at Nine Pins. And when they would throw the ball, Rip
thought he heard a sound like rolling thunder. They began to drink
from this keg, and very gravely they signaled Rip to join them. He
took a draught. And then another. And another. Until he began to
swim, and feel so addled that he fell into a deep sleep.
When Rip awoke it was morning, and he saw that he had been
asleep all night. ‘Oh I am going to catch hell from Dame Van
Winkle when I return’, he thought. He looked for his dog, but his
dog was gone. And he looked for his gun, and his gun was propped
up there all rusted and the stock, worm-eaten. At first he thought
those men were playing a trick on him and stole his dog and gun,
but he could find no one on the mountain, and so he descended.
But the gully that he and his companion had walked up the
mountain on was now a ripping mountain stream.
Gurgling. Burbling.
He called for his dog, ‘Wolf!’, he cried. But the only answer he got
was from a crow on a lonely branch as though it were scoffing at
him.
When he had reached the base of the mountain he saw some
people he had never seen before. ‘That’s strange,’ he thought, I
thought I knew everyone in these parts. They looked at him
quizzically. They stared at him. They scratched their chins. And this
made Rip scratch his own chin.

He discovered that his beard had grown a foot long.
When he reached the village, he saw that it was larger, and had
grown more populous. There were new houses he had never seen,
and his old haunts had disappeared. He went to his house. His
house was deserted and covered with cobwebs. The windows broken,
a desolate place. There was a half-starved dog that looked like Wolf,
that was skulking around. But when Rip called him by name the
dog growled at him and skulked away.
He went to the Inn, and there was the picture of King George
hanging down. But it had been repainted so that his red coat was
changed to blue, and instead of his scepter there was a sword, and
underneath an inscription saying, ‘General Washington’. And where
the shady tree had stood there was a naked pole with something that
looked like a red nightcap on top of it with some stars and some
stripes.
Instead of Nicholas Vedder, there was a bilious young man there
with tracks sticking out of his pocket making vehement harangues
about Congress. About the Spirit of ’76. About Citizen’s Rights. He
saw Rip Van Winkle and came up to him and said,
‘Are you a Federalist or a Democrat?’
Rip Van Winkle said, ‘I am just a harmless man, and a subject of
our King George III.’
To which the young man said,
‘A Tory, A Tory, A Spy, A Refugee...Off with him away from him,
A loyalist Tory Enemy!’
‘Who are you, and what are you doing here, who are you here to
see?’ said the bilious young man.
‘I just came here to see some of my old friends who would hang
around at the Inn’, said Rip.
‘What are their names?’ demanded the man.
Rip said, ‘Nicholas Vedder...’
‘Nicholas Vedder? Why he’s been dead and gone these past
eighteen years!’

Rip asked the names of some of his other friends. He was told,
‘Well they are gone, dead all these years too, killed in the wars. And
one of them, why now he is a member of Congress!’
All of this talk of wars, of Congress, of Citizen’s Rights, the Spirit of
’76, -These things had no meaning to Rip Van Winkle until he
asked, ‘Does anyone here know Rip Van Winkle?’
‘Oh, Rip Van Winkle of course!’ they said. ‘Why that’s him
standing over there against that tree.’
Rip looked and saw a young man in his twenties who was equally
ragged as himself.
‘Well, if that’s Rip Van Winkle,’ he asked, ‘Then who am I?
I don’t know who I am...If that’s him, than I’m not me! Oh,
everything has changed! I am not myself, I don’t know who I am or
what’s my name.’
Rip was bewildered. Then a young woman came up to see who this
strange man was. She carried a chubby child who was crying at the
site of this grizzled old man.
‘Hush Rip,’ she said, ‘Hush Rip, he won’t harm you’.
The name and the sound of her voice stirred a recollection in him.
‘What is your name?’ he asked the young woman.
‘My name is Judith,’ she said.
‘What was your father’s name?’
‘Rip Van Winkle,’ she said, ‘-but he has been away for a long time.
We haven’t seen him in twenty years.’
‘What of your mother?’
‘Oh, well my mother died a couple of years ago. She burst a blood
vessel while scolding a New England peddler.’
Then Rip understood, he said, ‘I am your father! I was once young
Rip Van Winkle, now old Rip Van Winkle. I am your father, and
Rip over there, he is my son.’

‘Sure enough,’ said one of the old-timers that lived in the village.
‘That’s Rip Van Winkle. My goodness, where have you been these
long twenty years?’
Rip told them the whole story. How he must have been asleep, how
he must have been enchanted. But people thought him out of his
wits. Some did not believe him, others did. In any event, he was
welcomed back into the village. He spent many, many hours sitting
in front of the Inn listening to people talk of politics. But politics
made no impression on Rip’s heart. He was only glad to be free of
the one form of despotism he knew. Petticoat government. He cast
his eyes upwards in a gesture of what could be considered either
resignation to his fate, or his deliverance. Yes, a lot can happen in
twenty years, and perhaps in twenty years time people will look upon
you and I as being backward, old fashioned, incompetent, sexist, and
generally uncouth.

Gather around ye, and our story heed,
Hear how Rip Van Winkle fell asleep for twenty years.

Mural in the headquarters of Carl’s Rip Van Winkle Motor Lodge

World Made By Hand
by James Howard Kunstl er
Chapter Thirty-Three
Traders from elsewhere along the Hudson Valley were
already out on Commercial Row, and men with drays and carts
were busy moving goods off the wharves in a clatter of wheels and
dust. Some smaller vendors had joined them along the street, selling
fish, vegetables, and odd items of salvage from wagons and tarps
spread on the ground. Here and there, snatches of songs of the
loaders could be heard. Not everybody’s business was off, but it
seemed a very dull trade in necessities. No groups collected on the
street to socialize, as one might expect in a livelier marketplace.
Hardly any women were among the traders, and the men were
furtive in their movements. They scuttled in and out of the trading
houses like wary rodents or bugs and left with whatever goods they’d
purchased without lingering.
We found some of the things we needed among Minnery’s
General Stocks, Hyde’s Salvage and Made Goods, and V an Voast’s
Import and General Trade Articles, the three largest competing
establishments on the row, and Aulk’s Provision, the food
wholesaler. I found aspirin, reusable hypodermic syringes, IV

catheters, and adhesive tape for Doc Copeland. I could not find
antiseptic or antibiotic medicines of any kind. Nor did they have any
lidocaine or topical anesthetic for our dentist. I purchased a fie-ream
box of plain white twenty-pound bond paper (Xerox brand from the
old days) and a gross of Phinney no. 4 steel pen points. They didn’t
have any manufactured ink in stock, but you could make that easily
enough yourself from lampblack or walnut shells. The New Faithers
were delighted to come across a fifty-pound sack of peanuts, which
they had not seen any of in some time, they said, as well as the
other articles on their list, and some of Mr. Ricketts’s remaining
inventory in linen fabrics at a very high price, which they apparently
could afford – Joseph’s fund of silver seemed bottomless. Van
Voast’s actually had on hand a small inventory of manufactured
instrument strings, and I bought several sets of guitar, violin, and
cello strings. It had been years since we’d had any new ones, making
do with the gut strings Andrew produced.
We loaded all these things onto the cart, covered it with our
waxed ground cloth, and set out on a systematic search of the
wharves and their attached boathouses.
We divided into two groups, Joseph and myself to go one
way, Elam and Seth the other, leaving Minor again in charge of the
animals in a scrub pasture that used to be the football field of a
public school on DeWitt Street. The school building itself was a
scavenged ruin. One of the goalpost uprights remained in place. It

was already hot out in the filed. Plenty of rainwater stood inn
puddles for the animals. Minor found a spot of shade under a
sumac tree and seemed content there while the horses grazed
peacefully. I gathered that Joseph didn’t trust minor’s hot head in
the kind of search we were about to undertake, mixing with the
locals and all. Joseph and I said we would work the wharves from
the north end down. Elam and Seth would start near the waterworks
and work up. We said we’d meet up in between somewhere.
So we set off, making like we were looking for a boat to buy.
In fact, there were a lot of boats for sale along the wharves, given
the depressed conditions lately, and we had to pretend to inquire
about them, so it took the whole morning to work down the row,
but we didn’t come across the Elizabeth. Along the way, we caught
quite a bit of news chatting with the owners, traders, and dockmen
and boatmen.
For instance, we learned that a recent hurricane had crossed the
east end of Long Island and swept up along the New England coast,
drowning many of the towns east of Providence before swerving out
to sea at Cape Cod. Boston was spared, but Boston might have
benefited from a bath, one sloop owner said with a gallows laugh.
The violent thunderstorms we’d seen in the Hudson Valley were a
backwash of all that rough weather, he said. We heard that a gang
of pickers had nearly burned down the town of Kinderhook while
plundering the place. Several were captured and hanged. A bad
gypsy moth infestation was moving north and had reached as far as

Rhinebeck. At night, they said, you could hear the caterpillars
munching on leaves, their numbers were so great. In some places
down there, the trees were so denuded it looked like November.
One boatyard owner said that the Chinese had landed on the moon,
but his partner scoffed at the notion and said that the other man
also believed there was still plenty of oil in the world, and a
conspiracy between the Arabs and the Asian Co-prosperity Alliance
had deprived America of its share because “they hated our
freedom.” Who really knew anymore? On the bright side of things,
the shad run in the Hudson had been the best ever seen by people
still living, though a lot fewer people were living than a decade ago.
At half past noon, having found nothing up along the north
end of the waterfront, we met up with Seth and Elam, who said
excitedly that they were sure they’d found the Elizabeth in the fourth
place they looked, a boatyard associated with Van Voast’s Import. It
was inside a big red boathouse, which stood out in the distance
against the china blue sky.
“How do you know it’s the right boat?” Joseph said.
“Oh, it’s her all right,” Seth said.
“The name Elizabeth is spelled out on the transom with a
rose painted to each side of the name,” Elam said. This was what
Mr. Bullock had specified in his written instructions. No sign of the
crew. There was a manager on the premises and a few idle
dockmen, waiting for cargo. Elam and Seth had looked over the

boat and left the place with a cursory thank you. We decided to go
back immediately all together and ask some hard questions.
The manager of the Van Voast terminal, a well-fed man
named Bracklaw, he said, sporting a set of bright green suspenders
to hold up a pair of slovenly linen trousers, showed a high degree of
alertness as the four of us entered the dim, cavernous boathouse,
with swallows careening through the sturdy trusswork overhead. In
fact, he seemed downright nervous seeing how Seth and Elam had
suddenly multiplied to four of us. A couple of catboats occupied one
side of the main slip, and there were side slips too, where the

Elizabeth sat among an assortment of small craft. Bracklaw’s
dockmen were not on the premises, perhaps off on lunch.
Joseph suggested we all go into the office and talk. Bracklaw
resisted the idea but Joseph more or less shoved him in and we all
followed. Elam closed the curtain on the window that faced
Commercial Row. Seth kept his eyes on the opposite window,
looking into the interior of the boathouse. Bracklaw was allowed to
occupy his own ancient swivel chair behind a very disorderly desk
piled with old cargo manifests and assorted junk. The chair
squeaked every time he moved.
“Can you imagine what we’re after?” Joseph said.
“I ain’t clairvoyant,” Bracklaw said.
“Do you suppose we came to rob you?” Elam said.
“That would be very unwise.”

“We’re looking for the crew of that light bateau yonder that
you have took in,” Joseph said. “The Elizabeth.”
Bracklaw didn’t answer. He glared at us as if we had a nerve for
asking.
“Four men came down here on her,” Joseph said, “Out of
Union Grove, with families and all. Any notion about ‘em?”
Bracklaw just crossed his arms.
“How’d you come across that boat out there?” Joseph said.
“Mr. Curry’s people brought it in,” Bracklaw said.
“That’d be Mr. Curry of the waterworks and such?”
“The very one.”
“I understand it was carrying ten kegs of cider, among other
things.”
“That so?”
“I don’t suppose you’d have a bill of landing for that here on
your desk.”
“I don’t recall any such a cargo recently.”
“Not of slight value, I’d think,” Joseph said. “Given how times
are.”
“Whatever.”
“You’re not inclined to say?”
“I’m not inclined to being put upon in my own place of
business,” Bracklaw said.

“Well, we’re hardly putting upon you. We could I suppose.
Actually, it hadn’t occurred to me until you suggested it-“
“You’d be wasting your time. And in the end you’d have to
answer to Mr. Curry anyway, and he would be displeased.”
“I wouldn’t want to displease Mr. Curry.”
“No, you wouldn’t”
“Then do you suppose we might go see Mr. Curry about the
crew of that boat?”
“That’s exactly what I would do if I were you.”

Chapter Thirty- Four
Joseph and I proceeded down to the waterworks, leaving the others
behind with Bracklaw to keep down any news of our doings. It was a
five-minute walk. The great waterwheel itself was a marvel of
construction. It groaned on its axle as it turned in the sluiceway.
Beside the big brick cube that housed the pump machinery, stood
gallows, a place of execution, a symbol of order and terror meant to
reinforce the basis of Dan Curry’s administrative authority. Just up
the bank from the loomed a building designed to be formal and
dignified, but in a crude approximation of Greco-Roman
construction: Dan Curry’s headquarters. It sat on a high sturdy brick
foundation, above the hundred-year flood level, which required an

imposing flight of stairs to reach the portico, where four squared-off
columns of rough-sawn boards held up a pediment. The columns
had neither bases or capitals. The windows were salvage, and not
identical in either size of the number of lights within each sash. The
whole thing was unpainted, as though it had only recently been
finished, and you could even smell the sawn wood at some distance.
It made up for its roughness by its impressive mass, and altogether
the place radiated an aspiration to be dignified within the limited
means of our hard times. It possessed a kind of swaggering charm,
of something new, alive, and breathing in a time when most things
were shrinking or expiring. This was reinforced by the numbers of
people, mostly men, hanging around the portico, which was a good
fifty feet wide by twenty feet deep – a spacious outdoor room in its
own right, well supplied with chairs. They were gathered in groups
and knots, some dressed in clean summer linens like businessmen,
and others the kind of roughnecks who might have worked the
wharves and flocked to Slavin’s taproom at night. I assumed they
were all, in some way or another, dependent on Curry’s favor. They
hardly glanced at us as we stepped up and made for the entrance.
Inside, at an old steel school desk, a guard or clerk sat vetting
visitors. He had two boys, about twelve, seated at either side of the
desk like bookends. They were runners, evidently, used to dispatch
messages to the different offices throughout the building. To the left
side of his desk was a double row of splint chairs where those who
had checked in to do business with Curry waited their turns.

We were told to write out our business on a slip of paper,
supplied to us with a lead pencil, and take a seat – and be sure to
return the pencil, the guard said. Our note said: Seek information

about the crew of the trading boat Elizabeth out of Union Grove
missing several weeks, and gave their names. We were called within
ten minutes. One of the messenger boys led us up another flight of
stairs in the center of the hall to the floor above.
Curry sat at his ornate wooden desk eating lunch off a tray.
For a moment I thought we had been taken to the wrong office,
because the man behind the desk was so young. He couldn’t have
been over thirty years old. But even seated, he gave the impression
of being physically imposing, like his building. He had a full head of
curly dark hair, a trimmed beard to match, and wore a clean white
cotton shirt with puffy sleeves under a fawn-colored linen vest- with
a napkin tucked in at his throat. He gestured at us to sit down, while
taking a mouthful of rare-cooked meat there on his plate, along with
a savory pudding and fresh peas. A tall glass of milk and a smaller
plate of corn bread sat on the tray too. It made me hungry. To
Curry’s right, a well-dressed woman with silvery hair worked writing
letters at a desk along the wall of the large room. She was old
enough to be his mother. To his left at a desk dog-legged off Curry’s
was a slight, hollow-chested man working at ledgers. Apparently
both were secretaries. Behind Curry, a big arched window, a
wonderful piece of old salvage composed of many panes pieced

artfully together, framed a picturesque view looking down the river:
blue sky, white clouds, and a few buff sails on darker blue water.
“I was wondering when someone would send for these boys.”
Curry said in a booming voice when he finished chewing.
“Where are they?” I said
“Why, cooling their heels in my custody,” he said.
“For what reason?”
“For the reason that they couldn’t come up with the bail
among them.”
“For what?”
“Charges, of course.”
“What charges?”
“How should I know. Birkenhaus here would know. What
charges,” Curry said to the drudge at his left.
“Willful avoidance of excise tax. Lack of insurance
documents. Battery upon chippie. Oh, and resisting arrest.”
“What’s this excise tax?” Joseph said.
“You come into this port, you have to get the proper stamps
and clearances,” Curry said. “You can’t just move cargoes as
you please. We don’t stand for smuggling.”
“Since when are you taxing cargoes?” I asked.
“When did we come up with that?” Curry asked Birkenhaus.
“March,” Birkenhaus said.
“Why’d we do it?” Curry said.

“We needed the money,” Birkenhaus said. “The waterworks
and all.”
“Oh?” Curry said, spearing more meat. “There you have it.”
“Perhaps they didn’t know about it,” Joseph said.
“Know about what?”
“This new tax of yours.”
“Ignorance of the law is no defense,” Curry said. “Well, if
you’ve come here to get them, let’s talk turkey, shall we?
Actually, I’d like a little turkey. All they give me around here
is beefsteak. Every damned day. A fellow gets sick of it.”
“Maybe they think you’re still a growing boy,” Joseph said.
“That’s a smart remark”, Curry said, giving his napkin a tuck
while he cranked his head.
“What are we looking at in terms of bail, penalties, and all?”
“Hundred thousand each,” Birkenhaus said. “U.S. paper
dollars, that is.”
“That’s a lot,” I said. “Even by today’s standards.”
“And another hundred though for storing the boat,”
Birkenhaus said.
“I hardly remember when paper money was worth more than
a curse,” Curry said. “You fellows would, though. I hear you
could buy a shoat for twenty bucks in the old days.”
“That’s so,” Joseph said. “How do we know these men are
alive?”
“You want to see them? They’re down below, in stir.”

“I’d like to talk about these charges with them,” Joseph said.
“Hear their side of the story.”
“Be my guest. But in the end you’ll have to pay. We both
know that. Jojo,” he said to the messenger boy who now
occupied a chair near the door. “Bring these fellows down to
Mr. Adcock. And take this corn bread. I’m getting fat as pig.”
He turned his attention back to us. “You weren’t far off about
how they feed me around here. Price of success, I guess.
Nothing I courted, you understand. This is just a time when
nobody seems to know how to do anything, to get things
done. A fellow makes a few things happen, and the world
falls at his feet. You come back before four o’clock today if
you want to spring these boys. We don’t conduct business
after that hour. I’d like to discharge these fellows as much as
you’d like to bring them home. It costs me to feed them, you
know, and new ones come in all the time. It adds up.
Whenever you’re ready to settle, you come back. They’ll show
you right up, I’m sure. Oh, and if you don’t come get them in
twenty-four hours, I’ll have to hang them. They’re cluttering
up my jail.

Chapter Thirty-five
“What did you make of that?” I said to Joseph as we followed
the boy downstairs.
“I make that he’s a fantastic rogue for such a young buck, and
probably not bluffing,” Joseph said.
“He’s holding them for ransom, all right. Just plain extortion.”
“Yes he is. And if we don’t pay it, I believe he’ll hang them.”
“How can we pay him?”
“Oh we can pay him,” Joseph said. “We’re prepared.”
“Are you going to offer him silver? I imagine he’d lower that
figure for hard currency.”
The basement of the building contained what can be
described only as a dungeon, a dim, dank, raw masonry chamber
fitted with wrought-iron cagework. Light came through in a shaft
from a single slit of a window up near the ceiling, barred both inside
and out. The basement stank fiercely of human excretions, mold
and filth. Within the cage, about twelve men sat inertly on benches
or lay on triple-decker wooden shelves along the wall, apparently
bunks on which they had to rotate in shifts, because there weren’t
enough for all the men to sleep at any one time. The boy delivered
us to Adcock, the jailer, a tall skeletal, pallid figure who looked like
he had stepped out of a medieval engraving of the apocalypse.

Adcock bent down to listen to the whispered instructions from the
boy.
“You men of Union Grove,” Adcock called into the cage,
“your saviors have come.” The crewmen of the Elizabeth
leaped from their places in the dimness to the wall of their
cage.
“Robert!” It was Tom Soukey, the one I knew best, whom I
used to play softball with on summer evenings in the old
days. “Oh thank God, thank God!” he said, almost
blubbering.
“Is it true?” Skip Tarbay said. “You getting us out of this
hellhole?”
“Yes,”, I said. “Bullock sent us down to find you.”
“Thank God….”
They didn’t look healthy. They were scrawny, filthy.
“It’s all trumped up crap!” Jacob Silberman said.
“I know, I know. But we’re here to get you out, don’t worry.”
“I can’t believe it,” Tom said.
His sobs racked him and he shuddered, despite the heat – and it
was very close down in that hole.
“Pull yourself together, Tom, for Chrissake,” Jake said.
“We’re not out yet.”
“Aaron’s not doing so well,” Skip said, and canted his head at
the bunks.
“Is he hurt?”

“Sick.”
“What with.”
“I’ve no idea. Shitting blood.”
“Who’s he?” Jake said, pointing to Brother Joseph. I
explained who he and his people were, and how it happened
that five of us were sent down to get them.
“We will get you out of here,” Joseph said. “Today. I
promise.”
“They want money,” Jake said. “It’s all about grift, -this
nonsense about excise taxes and tariffs and all that. There
never was such a thing before in the years we’ve been trading
down here.”
“I know,” I said.
“Are they going to let us free now?” Skip said.
“We came down here to verify that you’re actually alive,”
Joseph said. “We have some arrangements to make now for
your release. We’ll come back later for you.”
“Please! Don’t go,” Tom said. “They keep saying they’re going
to hang us.”
“Don’t worry,” I said. “You’ll be out of this shithole and
homeward bound before the day is over.”
“How you talk,” Adcock the jailer said, overhearing. He
clucked at us. “Don’t let Mr. Curry hear you talking like that.
He don’t like to be insulted. He’ll hang ‘em just for spite, he
gets wind.”

“We’ll be back,” I said again.
“Okay,” Jake and skip said.
Just then, two other men, strangers, rushed up to the wall of
the cage like bugs to a lighted screen. They were young, no
older than twenty.
“Wait, please! Can you get a message to our father, Mr.
Dennis Marsden of Greenport.”
“I don’t know how I could,” I said.
“I beg you, mister,” one said. Both were in tears.
“Greenport’s pretty far south of here,” I said. “We’re headed
north today. I’m sorry.”
Adcock showed us to the stairs and shut the door behind us.
The stairs took us back to the ground floor. I asked the clerk at the
front desk what time it was. He pointed to a big case clock over the
door. One thirty.
“This is just plain gang rule is all it is,” I said to Joseph as we
came back out into the sunshine. “It’s like a bunch of pickers
have taken over the city, or what’s left of it.”
“Of course it is,” he said. “This Curry’s no better than a petty
warlord. I know the type.”
“Look, I have an idea,” I said. “Maybe it’s a waste of time, but
I want to make a side trip to the state capitol building to find

out if there’s any government left in this state, any authority
besides this Curry.”
“Everything I’ve seen tells me he’s running the show here,”
Joseph said.
“Give me an hour,” I said. “It’s just up the hill.”
“All right,” Joseph said. “An hour. Meet up right back here.
After that, we’ll do things my way.”
“Are you actually prepared to pay this guy?”
“Don’t you worry,” Joseph said. “I’m ready right now to pay
his in full.”

Chapter Thirty-six
I took off in the direction of State Street, Albany’s old main drag,
with my pulse quickening, worrying whether Joseph meant
something other than payment of these fines and charges and how I
might figure in the transaction.
It felt strange to be in a place that had been a functioning city
last time I saw it, now transformed into a vast ruin. I walked past
James Street, once the haunt of lobbyists and lawyers, to North
Pearl Street, where a few shabby vendors sold salvage from carts, a
sort of permanent flea market for the riffraff who lived in the ruins.
The office building and old hotels on State Street, dating from the
1920’s heyday of the business district, were desolate after years of

neglect. Bricks had spawled out of the facades, and littered the
weedy sidewalks. One actually fell from an upper story as I walked
up the empty street and missed splitting my head open by a few
yards. I wondered if somebody had lobbed it at me from above but
didn’t see anyone skulking up there. The plate glass shop fronts
were blown out, of course, and everything of value inside had been
stripped.
The once meticulously groomed grounds of the state capitol
building, an impressive limestone heap in the Second Empire style,
were now choked with box elders, sumacs, and other woody shrubs.
Knapweed, vetch, and blue chicory sprouted from the cracks
between the broad front steps where a few ill-nourished layabouts sat
listlessly surveying the scene. Inside the grand old building, every
surface had been stripped down to the bare masonry. Carpets,
draperies, chestnut wainscoting, metal fixtures, all gone, probably
long gone. The stink of urine and excrement told the rest of the
story. I would have turned and left had I not heard a familiar
tapping sound seeming to come from distantly above somewhere up
the southeast stairs. I ventured warily to the second floor. The
tapping grew louder, echoing off the limestone blocks in the
stairwell. I recognized it now the sound of a typewriter something I
had not heard for a very long time, something that I had only really
heard in old movies.
Off the stairwell and down the hall, I came to a set of rather
grand arched oak double doors. They stood ajar. Gold-on-black

lettering on the window said Office of the Lieutenant Governor
Eugene Furman. I knocked on the glass. The tapping within
stopped. A voice said, “Come in.” I shoved the door open. It
creaked on its hinges. Inside at a large and ornate desk, bathed in
glorious afternoon light from a ten-foot-high window, sat a man in a
clean dark suit complete with a blue oxford button-down dress shirt
and necktie, behind a pink portable manual typewriter. He was
neatly barbered and even shaved and looked like he had come to
life out of a photograph.
“What are you doing here?” I said.
“Carrying on,” he said. “Please come in. Have a seat.”
His office was tidy to a fault, an oriental rug on the floor,
bookshelves groaning with volumes, a sofa and chair set arranged
before a carved limestone fireplace on the far side of the big room,
the U.S. and New York state flags deployed on standards in a
corner, his desk full of documents and papers, all neatly arranged
around the surface. The pervasive stink of decay intruded on the
scene, but everything else gave the weird impression of decorum and
normality. I sat down in one of a pair of tufted leather armchairs at
a side of his desk.
“What’s your name and where from?” he said. His manner
was smooth, practiced.
“Robert Earle. Union Grove, Washington County. Are you
really,” I glanced back at the door, “the lieutenant governor,
Eugene Furman?”

“Yes,” he said and nodded with a boyish smile. “I am.”
“What on earth is going on around here?”
“Well, obviously, things have changed,” he said.
I wondered whether he was a crazy person. Perhaps he sensed my
thought, because he quickly added, “I’m not trying to be cute.”
“Of course not. But why are you still here?”
“I was elected. Swore an oath to serve. Here I remain.”
“But there’s nothing left.”
“Well, I don’t know about that. We’re in rough shape. I
mean, look at what a pigsty this building has become. But the
state of New York is still out there. Washington County’s still
there, right? A physical fact. Populated with citizens.”
“The ones still left. Yes.”
“Your neighbors are still there, doing things, living their
lives.”
“Getting by, barely.”
“Okay. And St. Lawrence County’s still there too, where I’m
from. Postdam. Though I haven’t been there in some time.”
“If you’re here, where’s the governor?”
“I honestly don’t know. He was in Washington when, you
know.”
“What was his name?”
“Eric Champion.”
“I don’t remember voting for any Eric Champion.”
“Out of Rochester. The energy Diet campaign?”

“I don’t think we heard about it.”
“Yeah, the election was carried out under, uh, less than ideal
conditions.”
“I don’t’ even remember the two of you running. But, wait a
minute, you mean to tell me there’s still a functioning
government?”
“There’s a few of us left in this building. Stan Obermeyer in
budget, third floor. Hector Oliveres over in emergency
services, a few others-----“
“What emergency services?”
“Well, there’s not much, but there could be, if we had
resources.”
“If the governor is dead, then you must be governor now.”
“He hasn’t been declared dead. Officially. He’s missing.”
“But that was years ago, the bomb in Washington.”
“Okay, he’s been missing for a while now. But I wouldn’t
presume to just declare myself governor. Look, I’m not that
kind of pushy person, or else it would have been me heading
the ticket and not Champ, right.”
“But someone must have declared you acting governor.”
“To be perfectly frank, there’s nobody around with the
authority. But let’s say I’m acting as if I were the acting
governor even though I haven’t been legally declared any
such thing.”
“Where in the hell did everybody go?”

“Everybody?”
“In the state government. You had tens of thousands of
workers, agency heads, department chiefs, appointees, staff,
civil service judges, police.”
Furman just blinked at me.
“I mean, as a practical matter, there is no government.” I said.
“Oh. I see what you’re driving at. Well, again, frankly, that’s a
fair appraisal of things. I guess you could say we’re keeping
the chairs warm, under the theory that t his….this whatever it
is…this rough patch we’re going through…that it eventually
comes to an end.”
“What do you think the chances of that are?”
Furman leaned closer to me, over the top of his typewriter.
“Again, to be really candid, it doesn’t look so good. You
asked about the government. The people who worked here?
Well, there’s an answer to your question. Most of them
stopped coming to work when they stopped getting paid.
Another bunch of them died -you get that Mexican flu up
your way?”
“Yes. Sure.”
“Well, you know what that was like.” Furman made a kind of
whistling sound sucking air between his teeth. “The ones who
survived just walked away, walked home, wherever that was,
or walked somewhere else. There’s a term for those few of us

who stuck around here running this ship. I forget what it is
just now—“
“A skeleton crew.”
“That’s right! Sailing a kind of Flying Dutchman of
government. Doesn’t mean we’re a bunch of ghouls, you
understand. We do what we can. Which lead me naturally to
ask if there’s anything in particular I can do for you? Or did
you just stop in to chat?”
At this point I told Furman as concisely as possible how I
had come to Albany with four other men to find the crew of the

Elizabeth, and how Dan Curry was running a hostage and ransom
racket down at the waterfront, which these men fell privy to, and
finally I asked whether there was any state authority or legitimate
law enforcement that might intervene.
Furman swiveled toward the window and gazed out across
State Street at the empty Empire State Plaza, Governor Nelson
Rockefeller’s long-ago fantasy of a futuristic administrative utopia.
Now it looked like an abandoned UFO landing strip.
“There’s not a damn thing I can do about Dan Curry,”
Furman said.
“I know exactly what he’s up to. His operation has nothing to
do with us. It’s not authorized. It’s beyond our control. But
politics hates a vacuum, if you know what I mean.” He
swiveled back around to face me. “On the bright side, Mr.

Curry says he’s going to run water back up the hill here pretty
soon. That’d be nice wouldn’t it?”
“He wants us to pay half a million dollars to release these
four men.”
“Can you pay it?”
“I think so.”
“Half a million isn’t what it used to be. You better pay it, if
you can. He’s a ruthless son of a gun.”
“I guess you’ve answered my question,” I said.
“Sorry I can’t be of more help. I wish you the best of luck. If
they get the mail going again, drop me a line and tell me how
it all worked out.”
“Sure,” I said. “Only you tell me something before I go: what
if I was a picker or some psycho coming up here looking to
steal something?”
“Is that what you are? “
“No. I’m just asking out of curiosity. How do you protect
yourself up here in this nasty building?”
I barely saw Furman move a muscle but he seemed to
instantly produce a very large automatic pistol, which he held
level with my chest.
“I think I understand,” I said.
“You’re not a psycho, right?” he said.
“No.”
“That’s good. You had me going there for a moment. This is

the U.S. Army model Colt .45, first issued in 1911. Used through
most of the last century. My father carried this piece in Vietnam,
sixty-six through sixty-nine. It’d blow your liver clean out of your
ribcage.”
“I wish you wouldn’t point it at me, though.”
“That’s exactly the feeling it’s meant to impart.”
The odd thing was, I had a pistol every bit as lethal tucked in
the rear of my belt, next to my skin, underneath my shirttails. I’d
been carrying it so many days that I had almost forgotten it was
there. This was the kind of world we now lived in.
“Good luck with Mr. Curry,” the lieutenant governor said as I
left his office.

Chapter Thirty-seven
I hurried down the hill through the ruins of State Street to the
grassy river bank in front of Dan Curry’s headquarters as quickly as
I could, re-entering another world, another reality. In the time I had
been away -under an hour, actually- Curry’s minions had managed
to hang two men from the gallows down beside the pump house.
Apparently, the hanging had just concluded. Some spectators up
front were turning to walk away, while a separate contingent
remained up on the broad portico gazing over the balustrade down

at the scene in mutated conversation. The legs of one victim still
twitched, and I recognized that they were the two young Marsden
brothers who had importuned me only a little while ago to contact
their father in Greenport. I wondered whether this was an object
lesson for our benefit. I was still goggling at the swinging bodies
when I felt a hand on my shoulder and reflexively spun on my
heals. It was Joseph.

Wrecked minivan, Post Bros.

PA05: Water Reservoir
Mobile 49

Life requires water. A reservoir is a body of contained fluid storage,
often referring to water for human consumption, but it may also
refer to naturally emerged geological conditions instrumental for the
concentrated stores of beneath-surface water or hydrocarbon bodies.
Following valuable natural conditions for human population
resource, towards efficient use-value; reservoirs, tanks and cisterns
are important features of municipal infrastructure and are part of
serial infrastructural circuits that can include consumable waterworks
for drinking, cooking, crop production, sanitation and fire extinction,
as well as waste treatment, and hydro-electricity production.
Reservoirs are instrumental to the collection of water in complex
hydrological cycles; systems of water conveyance through frozen,
liquid and vaporized states, which impel the return of water to
infiltrate the earth, thereby replenishing above and underground
water bodies. These underground stores, or aquifers, are water banks
that can be used for extraction. Aquifers and lakes are manipulated
or emulated in the construction of reservoirs where they do not, or
no longer naturally occur, yet are instrumental in coordinating the
needs of townships.
Procurement, storage, protection and distribution of potable water is
fundamental for human and community survival. With a body
mass of more than two-thirds water, human beings must ingest
approximately two liters per day.

In settled areas, processes of desalination, and treatment for disease
pathogens and toxic chemicals is essential. The byproduct of
treatment and therefore use of water stores is controlled sewage
elimination to prevent water-born contamination and illness.
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28. Lance Duerfahrd with Megaphone in Parade, Nicholas Kahn, 2010
29. Parade, Angry Uncle Sam by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
30. Parade Float by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
31. Ryder Cooley’s deer head, Dandy pictured with M49 machine-parts
on custom flag posts made by Dan Berry and Max Goldfarb, 2010
32. Participant in Flag Day Parade, image by Galen Joseph-Hunter 2010
33. IBID
34. IBID
35. IBID
36. IBID
37. IBID
38. Custom Oxen Flag by Max Goldfarb, image by Max Goldfarb
39. Participant in Parade, image by Galen Joseph-Hunter 2010
40. Participant in Parade, image by Allyson Strafella 2010
41. Participant in Parade, image by Galen Joseph-Hunter 2010
41. Parade image by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
43. IBID
44. IBID
45. IBID
46. Parade and M49 solar array, image by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
47. Parade Spectator image by Max Goldfarb, 2010
48. Modified Google Earth Image, Maximilian Goldfarb, 2010
49. Junkyard Image, Maximilian Goldfarb, 2010
50. Route Map with Notes by Maximilian Goldfarb 2010
51. M49 solar modules at FASNY cemetery site, image by N. Kahn
51. Muscles of Pharynx, found image by Paul Elliman, source unknown.
53. M49 departure through FASNY gate, Hudson, NY
54. Siren signal, FASNY cemetery site, Nicholas Kahn.
55. Megaphone/Semaphore performed at FASNY site, N. Kahn
56. CCTV image by Mobile 49, 2010
57. Still from ‘Odds Against Tomorrow’ Directed by Robert Wise, 1959
58. M49 departing FASNY. Image by Nicholas Goldfarb
59. Hudson Waterfront Warehouse, image by N. Kahn
60. Uniforms customized by Dan Berry. Image by Max Goldfarb
61. Found Image, oil rig workers (model for Berry’s Personnel uniforms)
62. Sound Engineer, Tom Roe in Berry’s Personnel Uniform.

63. Dan Berry with found dead deer, pelt used for Personnel Uniform
customization. Author unknown.
64. Found Carcass, image by Dan Berry, 2007-2010
65. IBID
66. IBID
67. IBID
68. IBID
69. Found aerial image of junkyard.
70. Image of Ryder Cooley on M49 by N. Kahn and image of wrecked
car by Max Goldfarb 2010
71. Goodyear graphic, copyright, The Goodyear Corporation.
72. M49 at Cattle Crossing Sign, image by Max Goldfarb
73. Image of Roadkill by Ryder Cooley, 2010
74. M49 on the road during Deep Cycle. Image by Nicholas Goldfarb.
75. Found Image of Flying Machine.
76. Image of Roadkill by Ryder Cooley, 2010
77. IBID
78. Image of M49 at the Hudson Correctional Facility by Nicholas
Goldfarb, 2010
79. Image of Hudson Correctional by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
80. IBID
81. IBID
82. M49 graphic designed by Max Goldfarb.
83. Image of M49/John Cooley Setup by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
84. CCTV image by Mobile 49, 2010
85. IBID
86. John Quidor, oil on canvas. The Return of Rip Van Winkle,
National Gallery of Art, Washington DC. 1849
87. Image of M49/John Cooley Setup by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
88. CCTV image by Mobile 49, 2010
89. Image of M49/John Cooley Setup by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
90. IBID
91. Image of M49/John Cooley breakdown by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
92. Found Aerial Image of the Rip Van Winkle Bridge.
93. Rendering of Mobile 49 Rig by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2010
94. Gulf Station sign, image by Max Goldfarb.
95. CCTV image by Mobile 49, 2010
96. IBID

97. View of Hudson River from RVAN bridge, by Nicholas Kahn
98. Grounded boat, image by Max Goldfarb.
99. CCTV image by Mobile 49, 2010
100. IBID
101. M49 on Deep Cycle route, image by Max Goldfarb
102. Catskill Transmission Image by Max Goldfarb, 2010
103. Rip Van Winkle Bridge structure, photographed by Max Goldfarb
104. RACES Graphics by RACES & ARES
105. Image of Roadkill by Ryder Cooley, 2010
106. Circle drawing by Max Goldfarb
107. Synagogue image by Max Goldfarb, 2010
108. Synagogue image by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
109. Gate photographed by Max Goldfarb
110. Illustrator unknown from the Sarejevo Haggadah, Spain, circa 1350
111. Image of CSX Line by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2010
112. Figures 1-20, by Brett Ian Balogh, 2010
113. Image of Roadkill by Ryder Cooley, 2010
114. Found image of semaphore signaling alphabet.
115. Found Images of Submarine Control Cluster/Computer Terminal.
116. Mission Control and Apollo 11 images by NASA, 1969
117. CCTV images of medevac pad by Mobile 49, 2010
118. Image of Helipad by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
119. Image of Helipad by M49 CCTV system, 2010
120. Image of Helipad by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
121. Early Field Station Sketch by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2009
122. Page scanned from the journal of Dan Beachy-Quick 2010
123. Antenna Mast Sketch by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2009
124. Page scanned from the journal of Dan Beachy-Quick 2010
125. Antenna Mast Sketch by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2009
126. Page scanned from the journal of Dan Beachy-Quick 2010
127. Early Field Station concept sketch by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2009
128. Page scanned from the journal of Dan Beachy-Quick 2010
129. Early Field Station concept sketch by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2009
130. Page scanned from the journal of Dan Beachy-Quick 2010
131. Early Field Station Sketch by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2009
132. Page scanned from the journal of Dan Beachy-Quick 2010
133. Found image/sketch, (Life Magazine) Max Goldfarb 2010
134. Page scanned from the journal of Dan Beachy-Quick 2010

135. Early Field Station Sketch by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2010
136. Page scanned from the journal of Dan Beachy-Quick 2010
137. Field Station Sketch by Maximilian Goldfarb, 2010
138. Page scanned from the journal of Dan Beachy-Quick 2010
139. Photograph of Athens Fire Station Garage by N. Kahn 2010
140. Image of 6-cylinder engine modified by Max Goldfarb 2010
141. Image of bent circuitry by Max Goldfarb 2010
142. M49 at Athens site, image by N. Kahn.
143. Max Goldfarb performing Twittering Machines, image by Nicholas
Goldfarb
144. CCTV images of Athens platform by Mobile 49, 2010
145. Sign photo by Max Goldfarb 2010
146. CCTV images of Athens site by Mobile 49, 2010
147. Athens performance site by N. Kahn
148. Found PSYOP image with M49 interior view by N. Kahn
149. 18th century engraving illustrating Mesmerization.
150. CCTV images of Deep Cycle/Bodega site by Mobile 49, 2010
151. Towers image by N. Kahn.
152. CO2 In Void image by Max Goldfarb
153. Bodega Tanks, digitally altered image by Joe Dahmen, 2010
154. 11 images from the pages of the sketchbook of Joe Dahmen/Bodega
Algae of Bodega/Deep Cycle concept sketches 2010
155. Entrance gate to the Athens power station, N. Kahn
156. Exiting Athens power station, N. Kahn
157. Post Bros. sign image by Max Goldfarb
158. Driveway of the Post Bros. Yard, image by Max Goldfarb
159. M49 on site of the Post Bros. Yard, image by Max Goldfarb
160. Post Bros. Auto-Corpse Drawings 1-12 Ash and Ink on Paper,
14”x9” By Maximilian Goldfarb 2010
161. Image of Roadkill by Ryder Cooley, 2010
162. Derelict sign, image by Max Goldfarb
163. Dymaxion Billboard site captured by M49 CCTV system
164. Dymaxion Billboard (after B. Fuller and RVAN Realty) designed
and photographed by Max Goldfarb.
165. Images 1-22, Drawings scanned from The sketchbook of Garrett
Phelan. Made in the Context of His Project, ‘At What Point Will
Common Sense Prevail’
166. CCTV image by Mobile 49, 2010

167. IBID
168. Image of Brian Dewan Playing at Carl’s Rip Van Winkle Motor
Lodge by Nicholas Kahn, 2010
169. Image of the bed in the Rip’s Motor Lodge cabin, Rip’s Retreat, by
Max Goldfarb
170. Carl’s Rip Van Winkle Motor Lodge site, image by N. Kahn
171. IBID
172. CCTV image by Mobile 49, 2010
173. Image of Carl’s Rip Van Winkle Lobby Mural photo by
Max Goldfarb, 2010
174. Image of Roadkill by Ryder Cooley, 2010
175. Dead cars, photograph by Max Goldfarb
176. Tanker image by N. Kahn
177. Image of found living room debris by Max Goldfarb
178. Car mod. photograph by N. Kahn
179. Dead pump image by N. Kahn
180. Lost structures, image by N. Kahn
181. Image of Post Bros. Wreck (Sheriff) by Max Goldfarb
182. House image by N. Kahn
183. Image of lost wreck by Max Goldfarb
184. Photograph of billboard by Nicholas Kahn
185. Lost sign, photograph by N. Kahn
186. Image of Roadkill by Ryder Cooley, 2010
187. IBID
188. Image of M49 Personnel by N. Kahn
189. Image of NY State Armory/National Guard by N. Kahn
190. IBID
191. Image of Oil Drum Yard Missile on Rt.9W by N. Kahn
192. CCTV image of Ryder Cooley on Rt. 23 by Mobile 49, 2010
193. Image of Ryder Cooley on Rt. 23 by N. Kahn
194. Image of Roadkill by Ryder Cooley, 2010
195. IBID
196. IBID
197. Deer Crossing sign photographed by Max Goldfarb
198. M49 and Dandy photographed by Max Goldfarb
199. Climatic Hydrologic Cycle at Global Scale NRC 1986
200. Abandoned Mobile Home photographed by Max Goldfarb
201. Wreck and Mobile Home photographed by Max Goldfarb

202. Air pump photographed by Max Goldfarb
203. M49 at Lukoil, Route Terminus, photographed by N. Kahn
204. M49 at Lukoil, Route Terminus, photographed by Max Goldfarb
205. Joseph Jefferson as Rip Van Winkle, Photo, Napoleon Sarony 1869
206. Tom Cody (WE2G), semaphore practice image by Tom Cody.
207. Hudson Valley Sky photographed by Max Goldfarb

Project Contributo rs / Mobile 49 Personnel

John A s hb er y was born in Rochester, New York in 1927. He earned degrees
from Harvard and Columbia, and went to France as a Fulbright Scholar in 1955,
living there for much of the next decade. His many collections of poetry include
Planisphere (2009) and Notes from the Air: Selected Later Poems (2007), which
was awarded the 2008 International Griffin Poetry Prize; an early book, Some
Trees, was selected by W.H. Auden for the Yale Younger Poets Series (1956),
and in 2008 the Library of America published the first volume of his collected
poems. He has published numerous translations from the French, including
works by Pierre Reverdy, Arthur Rimbaud, Raymond Roussel, and several
collections of poems by Pierre Martory. Also active in other areas of the arts,
including theater and film, he has served as executive editor of Art News, and as
art critic for New York magazine and Newsweek; the first solo exhibition of his
collages was held at the Tibor de Nagy Gallery (New York) in 2008. He taught
for many years at Brooklyn College and Bard College, and in 1989-90 delivered
the Charles Eliot Norton lectures at Harvard. He is a member of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
and was a Chancellor of the Academy of American Poets from 1988 to 1999.
The winner of many prizes and awards, both nationally and internationally, he
has received two Guggenheim Fellowships and was a MacArthur Fellow from
1985 to 1990. His work has been translated into more than twenty-five
languages. He lives in New York. Additional information is available in the
“About John Ashbery” section of the Ashbery Resource Center’s website, a
project of The Flow Chart Foundation www.flowchartfoundation.org/arc.
Br ett Ba logh received his MFA in Studio from the Department of Art and
Technology Studies at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and his B.A. in
Biology from the University of Pennsylvania. He is currently an instructor at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago and the Illinois Institute of Technology,
teaching courses in architecture, computer-aided design and manufacturing, doit-yourself broadcasting and acoustics. Balogh is a founding member of the
experimental sound performance collective, Clairaudient and performs with the
Chicago Phonographers. He is also a free103point9 transmission artist and
2009-2010 AIRtime fellow, a member of the World Listening Project and the
Midwest Society for Acoustic Ecology.

Da n Be ac hy- Qu ic k has taught writing at the School of Art Institute of
Chicago, and currently he is an assistant professor of English at Colorado State
University. Beachy-Quick is the author of three books of poems, North True
South Bright (Alice James, 2003), Spell (Ahsahta, 2004), and Mulberry of the
chapbooks Mobius Crowns (with Srikanth Reddy: P-Queue, 2008) and Apology
for the Book of Creatures (Ahsahta, 2008); and a book of essays, A Whaler’s
Dictionary (Graywolf, 2008).
Da nie l Be r ry, born Caracas, 1979, trained as an architect, city planner and
farmer. He develops projects that explore, reveal, expand and reflect on the
patterns of habitation that link people to their surrounding environment. His
work employs various media and research methods including geographic
exploration, play, photography, drawing, built structures and text.
Axe l Bis hop was trained by the US Navy as a radioman specializing in the
service of direction-finding equipment, and encrypted signal transmission. Bishop
served in Guam on board an auxiliary explosives vessel, and is an active member
of the USNRMA. He has been publishing travel brochures for historic sites
along the Hudson River for nearly fifty years.
Bode ga Algea LLC, is a developer of scalable algae photobioreactors. The
closed continuous-flow reactors produce high-energy algal biomass for use in the
production of biofuel.The Bodega photobioreactor is modular and stackable,
allowing it to be co-located efficiently on the premises of industrial plants. The
reactor uses nutrients readily drawn from a variety of waste streams. Sources for
nutrients include wastewater from domestic sewage, municipal water treatment
plants or carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) flue gases from
industrial plants. The microalgae in the bioreactor converts these compounds to
biomass, creating the feedstock for biofuel while improving the environment.
Br ia n D ewa n is an artist who works in many media, including art, music,
audio-visual performances, furniture design, poetry and musical instrument
design. He has produced several albums of songs and concertized extensively as
a solo artist, as well as having performed in various collaborations. Originally
from Lexington, Massachussetts, he lives in the village of Catskill in upstate New
York.

Tom C ody , WE2 G, was first licensed in 1981 as KA2MYJ and has been
active in National Traffic System, (NTS) since 1982. He holds, and has held,
many other positions in NTS and ham radio. As well as a former STM, he is a
former Net Manager of the Hudson Valley Net, former Asst. Net Manager and
Acting Net Manager of the Capital District Net, former Emergency Coordinator/
Radio Officer of Columbia County, Army MARS, Instructor on Maryland Slow
Speed Net, Net control on NYS/E-NYS/M and ESS, and Asst. Net Manager on
NYS/M. Tom also holds DXCC, WAC, WAS, is a member of the A1
Operators Club, Deputy Radio Officer for Columbia County, ARRL Volunteer
Examiner, Section Traffic Manager for NTS, and is the Secretary for the Rip
Van Winkle ARS. Tom retired from the USPS, as Postmaster in Elizaville, NY.
He is a volunteer for Columbia County Meals on Wheels.
John C ooley , a writer and sculptor, lives in Chatham, New York. He received
undergraduate education at Syracuse University and graduate studies at Oxford
University, leading to PhD in English from the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. He has taught English and Environmental Studies at Western
Michigan University, the Universities of Sussex and Nottingham (in England),
and the University of British Columbia.. His books offer fresh perspectives on
the life and works of Mark Twain and environmental and nature writers.
Ry de r C oole y is an installation and performance artist, and inventor of
haunted dream worlds that echo political and cultural phenomena of past and
present. Video, sound and site-specific lighting create an atmosphere of disreality. Rescued materials are transformed into props and garments, which reveal
incomplete evidence of pasts. Emerging from places of wilderness, post-industrial
waste, pollution and decay, these installations give refuge to new habitations of
marginal hybrid species. Mythical androgen creatures stem from cracks and
crevices as drawings and performance characters. Their bodies are modified
through transfigurations that abandon notions of gender and identity. Cooley
performs improvisationally and collaboratively within her installations, becoming
a Utopian gutter creature. Working resourcefully and sustainably while
establishing and maintaining art practices that extend beyond the context of
industry and convention is integral to Cooley’s approach. Exchanges with
environments and communities in local and international settings are critical to
her practice.

La nc e Du erf a hr d is an assistant professor of Film and Photographic studies at
Purdue University. He is the author of articles on the Bad Film, Frederick
Wiseman, the actor Klaus Kinski, and the wordless Extras who mill about in the
background of Marx Brothers movies. Currently he is working on a study of
Samuel Beckett. His work encourages fear of the unknown. Duerfahrd is a
respected authority on abandoned paintings, particularly of animals and ocean
landscapes. His collection of anonymous canvases will become part the traveling
exhibition, Art from Salvation.
.
Pau l Ellim an is a London-based artist and designer interested in the mutual
impact of technology, language and economic production. Along with
the typeface ‘Found Fount’, derived from an ongoing collection of industrial
parts in which no letter-form is repeated, Elliman also engages the human voice
in many of its social, technological and linguistic guises, from popular songs to
public announcements and radio discussions. Sirens Taken for Wonders,
a recent project commissioned for the New York biennial Performa09, initiated
a series of discussions about the coded language of the city's emergency vehicle
sirens.
Max im ilian Goldfa r b (K C2MIN) works in many media, often deploying
emergency procedures to make activated situations that integrate with the texture
of everyday codes. Recent work utilizes the M49 Mobile Research Facility.
Goldfarb is affiliated with WGXC.org, a community-run media project in the
Hudson Valley, NY, as well as free103point9, a Transmission Arts
organization. He is a member of the Amateur Radio Relay League, and coinstigator of The Incident Report Viewing Station. Mobile 49 was developed in
the Visual Arts division of the Department of Architecture, MIT.
Nic holas G oldfa r b is a film and video producer and co-founder of Matador
Productions. He is currently producing a TV series in stereoscopic 3D for
3DNet, a joint venture of Discovery Channel, Sony and IMAX, that document
such experiences, activities and locations as: riding hot air balloons, racing super
cars, flying vintage airplanes, touring the memorials of Washington DC, road
building, and sailing an old fashioned clipper ship.

Nic holas Ka h n is a member of the collaborative team Kahn & Selesnick. He
lives in Hudson NY, and his longtime collaborator Richard Selesnick lives in
Rhinebeck, NY. They have created since 1988, an ongoing series of complex
narrative photo-novellas and sculptural installations. Three monographs have
been published by Aperture based on their one-of-kind artist books. Their most
recent projects, Eisbergfreistadt and Mars: Adrift on the Hourglass Sea are
currently touring around the United States and Europe in museum and gallery
shows. They are in the permanent collections of The Philadelphia Museum of
Art, The Houston Museum of Art, and The Brooklyn Museum of Art among
others. They enjoy creating other realms and obsessive, historical falsification.
Da vid K oe h n’s poetry appears in a variety of publications such as New
England Review, NYQ, The Bitter Oleander, and Rhino. His prose appears in
Jacket, New Hampshire Review, New York Quarterly and elsewhere. Currently
he lives outside San Francisco, CA and works for Saba Software.
Jame s How ar d K un st ler is the author of World Made By Hand, The Long
Emergency, and many other books. His sequel to World Made By Hand, The
Witch of Hebron, will be published in September 2010 by The Atlantic
Monthly Press.
C hr is tina L in de n is a recent Curatorial Fellow at the Center for Curatorial
Studies at Bard College, after completing her Master's Degree at the same
institution. Her primary curatorial interests include commissioned projects and
undertakings that re-examine assumptions about audience and production. She
completed her Bachelor's Degree in Art History at New York University in
2001, and has worked at galleries, museums, and non-profit art spaces in New
York, Berlin, rural Thailand, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. Published
work includes contributions to the journal of Women and Performance, and
catalogue essays for exhibitions at the Blaffer Gallery in Houston, Texas and the
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.

G i l i M e l a m e d - L e v , a g r a du a t e of t h e J ui llia r d Sc h ool of M u sic,
is a pi a ni st i n t h e H u ds o n Va l l e y. S h e is a soloi s t a n d a
coll a bo r a to r wi t h f el low a r ti s ts i n va r io u s ch a m b e r g ro up s . Le v ’s
r ec e n t p e r fo rm a n c es i n clu d e a u niq u e col la b o ra tio n wi t h
ac to r / dir e c to r Jo h n Mc M a n u s o n t h e f a bl e d “S no w Goo s e ” s tor y i n
w hic h s h e in t eg r a t e d a wi d e va r i e t y of cla s sic al sc o re s wi t h
M c Ma n u s’ s dr a m a tic r e adi ng . I n a n ot h e r u niq u e p e rf o rm a n ce, L e v
s er ve d a s M u sic Di r ec to r f o r a n o p e r ati c ver sio n of t h e pl ay “ Re d
C a r n a tio n s, ” p r od u ce d joi n tl y b y Wa l k i ng t h e Dog T h e at e r
Co m p a n y a nd t h e Di a mo n d O p e r a T he a t e r. M el a m e d- L e v
pe r fo r ms re gul a rl y wi t h t h e M usi c Co ali tio n o f Col u m bi a Co u n t y,
Ne w Yo r k. M el a m e d- L e v’ s c a r e e r b eg a n i n h e r n ati ve cit y,
Je r u sa le m, a n d s h e c u r r e nt l y r e sid e s wi t h h e r f amil y i n
Ha rl e m vill e, N Y.
Ga rr et t P he lan (b. 1965, Dublin, Ireland) lives and works in Dublin, Ireland.
His exhibitions include: 4th Auckland Triennial, Auckland New Zealand
2010; Emotional Community –Monitor, Rome, Italy 2009; The end of the line:
attitudes in drawing – Hayward touring show, UK - Middlesbrough Institute of
Modern Art, The Bluecoat, Liverpool, The Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh
2009; The Last Broadcast Revelations, Mother’s Tankstation, Dublin, Ireland
2009; Coalesce: Happenstance –Smart Project Space, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands 2009; Getting Even, Kunstverein, Hannover, Germany; Lewis
Glucksman Gallery, Cork, Ireland 2009; At what point will common sense
prevail.
Tom R oe is a sound transmission artist, writer and co-founder of microradio
station 87X in Tampa, Florida; and, with Greg Anderson and Violet Hopkins,
founded free103point9 as a microradio collective in Brooklyn, New York. He is
the program director of WGXC, a community media project in the Hudson
Valley, NY. Roe makes soundscape performances with transmitters and receivers
using multiple bands, as well as prepared CDs, vinyl records, and various
electronics, making use of locally available frequencies.

Deep Cycle has received support from the Harpo Foundation
and from the Expe rimental Television Center, ETC. The
Experimental Televisi on Cente r’s Fini shing Funds p rogram i s
supported by the Electronic Media and Film Program at the
New York State Counci l on the Arts. Deep Cycle was copresented by free103point9.org and WG XC.org. Many Thanks
to Galen Joseph-Hunter and to The Macdowell Colony.
Deep Cycle © 2010 Maximilian Goldfarb and all contributors.
All Rig hts Reserved. The vehi cle Mobile 49, former radioutility truck of the Stockport, NY Fi re Department, has been
in near-uninterrupted service since fabrication by the
Grumman Corp oration in Athens, New York in the year
Nineteen Hundred Seventy-Two.
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